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COMMENT ON THIS ISSUE
The major part of this issuo is devoted to a report on most of
tho importaut decisions taken by the Synod of the Christian Rcfonned
Chnrch held last Ju ne in Crnnd Rapids. Michigan. We also oflllT a
digest of many of the d.is<.'USSions which preceded thoso decisions.
W e do not report all that the sLleaken said. except when short statements were made; but in Tnost instances the important sentences a re
quoted literol/y. Synodical deliverances are undentoed best in the
context of thtl discl.lssioll') which lead to them. These discussions
also reflect the atmosphere and the spirit which prevail at Synod.
WAIT UPON THE LORD
Bible Head ing: J..saiah 40: 1831
BId thev that wait upon the Lord shall renew their .ttrength;
they sholl mount op with wings as eagles. Isaiah 40:31.
May I tell you of an incident in a recent plane journey to Northern
Ireland? 111e day was gray and foggy, and We were not many minIltes airborne when we found ourselves enveloped in heavy clouds
that made tho journey quite uninteresting. I settled down to read
when, suddenly, a shaft of light broke through the window at which
The 8\111 shone
J was scated. 11le scene h:ld completely ch ..1. n ~ed.
brightly in a clear sky, while, down below us. like a tumbled. snow

covered Alpine range, the clouds hid from our view all trace of tho
land from which we had arisen. I remarked 011 the chango to a
~,"
he remarked. "it
fellowtraveler who was seated beside TIle. "Ye.
just shows that you can always have the sunshine if you rise high
e nou.lO:h."
The remark suggested one of the profoundest mltlis of the spiritual life. We cannol hope that life will always be cloudless for liS,
but if, on the wings of faith and I)rayer, we rise to Cod we shall
break through tho gloom to H is marvelous light. Habakkuk, despite
the impoverishment of famine, cou ld "joy in the God of Ilis salvation."
Job, bereft of loved Olles and stripped of possessions, (.'QUld still say.
"Blessed be tho name of the Lord." The ApOStles, In peril of lheir
very lives, rejoiced that they were counted worthy to suffer sha.mo
f Of Christ's sake. Palll and Silas could sing God's praises in the inner
dungeon of the I'hiHppi,a.n jail at midnight. "YOII ean always have
sunshine if you rise high enough." II has often been proved Im l!.
Try it for yourself.
Wll{1tc'cr the thought Ihat /lreaks till! rest.
wllllle'er tile care tliat swells thy breast,
Spreatl before God tllat thought, that care,
And turn 07Uiety to prayer.
 Rev. G. N. M. Collins, Edinbu.rgh, Scutland
In DaUv Manna Calendar. Courtesy of Zondervan's.

«The only theowgy thot the Bible knows is the Reformed faith." - DR. JAMES I. PACXER
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REPORT ON DECISIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
at the Christian Reformed Synod, 1961

OPENING SESSIONS

T

H E MEETING of Synod began with the customary
prayer service on the eve of its first session, June 13.
This time it met in the new and beautiful edifice of our
Highland Hills congregation of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
which served as host church. The church was wellSlled
for the occasion, even though the weather was as hot and
humid as Grand Rapids often is at synodtime.
.
It was a lengthy service of about one and threequarter
hours  a little too long, in this writer's opinion. The liturgy
was replete with excellent features; the sermon was Bib.
lical, Christcentered, and strong ( the Reverend Rein Leestrna, pastor of the West Leonard Church, officiated, since he
serves the Highland Hills congregation as its counselIor
during its present pulpit vacancy); the prayers were fervent
and apt; the choir's singing of original compositions by Dr.
Wendell Rooks, one of the members of the Highland Hills
church, was good.
In our opinion, the tendency in late years to complicate
the liturgical pattern for our presynodical services is not
without its drawbacks. We should like to see a simpler
liturgy, with greater emphasis on prayer in the light of the
Word.
On Wednesday morning the synodical d elegates gath.
ered in their 6rst regular session. Mr. Leeslma called the
session to order as the representative of the convening
church, addressed synod briefly, offered prayer, and led in
the election of officers . After four ballots the Reverend
William Haverkamp was chosen as president (the Rev.
William Van Peursem and the Rev. Adam Persenaire received the largest number of votes of those also nominated).
Mr. Persenaire was chosen as vicepresident ( after a runoff with Mr. Van Peursem); the Reverend Richard J. Fr e n~
was chosen on the second ballot as .first clerk, and his runner
up, Elder H ero Bratt of Holland, Michigan, was chosen on
the .first ballot as second clerk.
Mr. L eestma then turned the gavel over to the new
president, who, after a few appropriate remarks of appreciation, requested all delegates to indicate their agreement
with the creedal basis of the Christian Beformed Church .
Following this, a Program Committee was chosen by the
chair, consisting of one delegate from cach classis. Synod
adjourned until 4 p. m. in order to give that committee an
opportunity to assih'll the delegates to the several subTORCH and TRUMPET, July.August, 1961

committees from which synod receives the recommendations to be eonsidered for adoption in connection with the
many items of business before it.

J.P.
REPORTS OF THE SYNODICAL COMMITTEE,
THE STATED CLERK, AND THE
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
At the very beginning of the second session (Wednesday afternoon of the first week), the President, Rev. William Haverkamp, called attention to the fact that for the
first time converts of our Mrican mission field were present
at Synod. There were two: Mr. David Ashu and Mr. Andrew Bajah. These men are not pastors but teach ers and arc
able to speak English. They were requested to come forward to speak a few words. They brought the greetings of
the Benui Church and the Tiv Church respectively. At a
later session each will make a prepared speech.
The Stated Clerk reported on the work of the Synodical
Committee during the interim b etween the former and the
present Synod and on his own activities. One of the items
on which special emphasis was laid was the fact that the
money which the churches have raised for the Seminary
Centennial Memorial building did not come up to exp ectatioo. 274 of our churches fa iled to respond to the request
for such an offering.
The Program Committee presented the names of
the members of the advisory committees which prepare
reports on practically all the matters on Synod's docket.
Every delegate to Synod is a member of one of these committees. Twelve committees were appointed. To save space
we give only the names of the chainnan, the reporter, and
the professorial adviser of each committee, as follows:
Committee No.1, on C hurch Order: Rev. B. Nederlof,
chairman; Rev. H. Vander Kam, reporter; Dr. F. Klooster,
adviser.
Committee No. 2, Church Order: Rev. C. R. Veenstra,
chairman; Rev. J. N. Scholten, reporter; Dr. A. Hoekema,
adviser.
Committee No. 3, Home Missions : Rev. M. J. Vander
Werp, chairman; Rev. C. Greenfield, reporter; Dr. M.
Wyngaarden, adviser.
Committee No. 4, Foreign Missions: Rev. R. Evenhuis,
chairman; Rev. C. Pars, reporter; Prof. H. D ekker, adviser.
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Committee :\"0. 5, Educational ~I aters:
Dr. R. Kooistra,
chairman; Rev. J. H asper, reporter; Dr. J. Kromminga and
Dr. W. Spoelhof, advisers.
Committee No.6, Publication Matters: Rev. C. Vanden
Heuvel, chairman; Rev. J. L. Meppclink, reporter; Dr. R.
Stob, adviser.
Committee No. 7, Varia: Rev. J. R. Bos, chairma n; Dr.
C. Holtrop, reporter; Dr. H. Kuiper, adviser.
Committee No.8, Appeals [ (Los Angeles case): Rev.
J. A. Mulder, chairman; Rev. W. Buursma, reporter; Prof.
G Kromminga, adviser.
Committee No.9, Appeals II: Rev. H. ErfEmeyer, chairman; Hev. A. Brink, reporter; Dr. M. \Voudstra, adviser.
Committee No. la, Infallibility: Rev. A. A. Koning,
chairman; Rev. B. Pekelder, reporter; Dr. B. Van Elderen,
adviser.
Committee No. 11, Varia: Rev. W. Van Peursem, chairman; Rev. T . Heyboer, reporter; Prof. M. Monsma, adviser.
Committee No. 12, Budget: Mr. M. C. Vande Werken,
chairman; Mr. L. Van Ess, reporter; Mr. C . Kamp, adviser.
Not until these committees report will the delegates
know how the reports to Synod and the overtures are divided among these various committees.
H.J.K.

EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES
On Friday of the first week of Synod it is customary to
examine the candidates for the holy ministry. Will this be
the last year that Synod conducts this exam ination? There
has been widespread mssatisfaction with this method, principally because insufficient time is given for it. A committee appointed at a former synod to present another method
is recommending to go back to the former custom of entrusting this to the Board of Trustees (Agenda p. 8£f). An
artiele in the May-June issue of this paper raised the objection that the churches are not sufficiently well represented
in the Board of Trustees to be entrusted with this eminently
ecclesiastical activity, since no elders are appointed to this
Board. The same objection is raised in an overture (No.
17, not found in the Agenda) by Classis Northcentral Iowa.
This rather extensive document wants Synod to rescind the
decision of 1959 to discontinue examining the candidates.
It declares that this examination should be conducted by
an ecclesiastical assembly; hence not by the Board of
Trustees. Neither does it favor the idea of having the
candidates examined only by a classis after they receive
and accept a call. They want the examination by the Synod
to be continU(xi but propose that a written examination shall
be taken by all the prospective candidates. The questions
should be prepared by "those who would ordinarily prepare the questions for examination at Synod." The questions
shall be sent to the President of the Seminary who will
delegate the work of examining to the various members of
the Faculty. The purpose of the examination should be
only "'to determine whether a man should be a candidate
in the Christian Reformed Church" and to that end
"whether (or not) the aspirant is truly Reformed." The
answers must bc sent back to the Classes who should send
four

copies to all of the other stated clerks . The delegates to
Synod shall then interrogate the students "on any aspect of
the examination on which he seeks further infonnation."
We shall not comment on this elaborate proposal. It will
H.J.K.
doubtless be discussed at Synod.
Now the report by Hev. C. Huissen on this year's examination, as follows:
"Twenty-five young men presen ted themselves for
examination to be admitted to candidacy. We could not
attend all of the sessions. What we saw and heard was
heartwarming. The consensus of opinion was that we had
before us a elass of splendid young men. The examinations were satisfactory. All of the men were admitted.
After the examinations the president addressed them in
substance as follows:
'" 'Brethren, it gives me great pleasure to announce to
you that you have been accepted as candidates for the
ministry of the Word and Sacraments. We rejoiee with
you, your wives, your parents that you are now one step
nearer the goal for which you have worked and prayed.
"'You are to be ministers of the Word. In this turbulent
age there is one charge: Preach the Word. The Word must
be the atmosphere you breathe. There is no room for the
indolent and slothful. Study diligently. Make that preach~
ing relevant to the needs of men in our day and age. God
bless you all and make you a blessing:
"After the singing of an appropriate song the candidates
were congratulated by the members of the Faculty, the
members of Synod, and the visitors."
C.H.

ADDRESS BY DR. BRILLENBURG WURTH
Dr. Oren Holtrop introduced Dr. Brillenburg Wurth,
professor at the Theological School at Kampen, the Netherlands, and at the Free University of Amsterdam, as the
delegate of the Reformed Churches of the Netherlands.
We could not hear all the speaker said and therefore
present the digest of his address as reported in the Grand
Rapids Press of June 19, with the permission of the editor
of that daily.
"Dr. C. Brillenburg W urth , theological professor at
Kampen, the Netherlands, and representative of the Reformed Church of that country, addressed the delegates.
He expressed appreciation for the assistance given Dutch
immigrants to Canada by the Christian Refonned Church.
More than one-fourth of the membership of the Christian
Reformed Church is located in Canada .
"He said that although the Dutch had lost Indonesia,
mission work in the home colUltry had been intensified,
combined with various kinds of social work, especially in
the large cities. The bi g problem faced by the Dutch
church, he said, was to remain orthodox while being increasingly relevant to contemporary conditions.
"'Schisms have shaken the confidence and enthusiasm
for the church among young people and we must seek a
responsible solution to the ecumenical problem: he con~
eluded."
TORCH and TRUMPET, July-August, 1961

w.

Eo::""..,. d .. :DOd ti --! =::eat \"'::Uo; oct tl-....: 1: is f.::t tholt
ther~
should ~ \\fJcT ('O~n!ltdio.s
. H owever. he also stated
that ~ re is propaganda for much false unity in the name
of ecumenicity. ~Ientio
was also made of "the dissatisfaction in ,-\menc.l with our connection with the International
~Iison
Council because of its affiliation with the World
Council of Chtuches:'
Re,-, H. Vander Kam responded to the address by Dr.
\\'urtll.
ReL Richard Wezcman, representing the Chaplain
Committee, mentioned the names of the following men who
are now serving with our military forces as chaplains: Lieut.
Arlo J. Dahm, 1st Licut. John J. Hoogland, Capt. Bruce
Hemple, 1st Lieut. Andrew R. Rienstra, and Licut. Haymond Swierenga. Me. Wezeman also introduced Chaplain
Rienstra to Synod who spoke in substance as follows:
"I expect to be brief but I hope you will not b e brief
in your prayers for and support of this work. I shall tell
you just a little about the work I do. The service in the
military is a little different from what it was in World War
11. I am in a small air force base in Missouri. Our job is
to minister not only to those who fly planes but also to
those who do maintenance work.
"\.ye have four Protestant chaplains and one Roman
Catholic chaplain. We divide our labors. There are two
Protestant services and one Catholic service every Sunday
morning. [have charge principally of the work of religious
education. We have Sunday school with 100 or 500 chi!·
dren on or in the vicinity of the base. We have just started
a new thing in military service: a fami ly religious education
night, held weehly. For three months we conducted a
religious education program where children of various ages
and adults attended. About 75 were present the 6rst time,
35 or 40 of whom were adults. We went through the
Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer, etc. After 13 weeks the
people waDted more. So we added four more weeks, discussing the Sacraments. Both the wives of the commanding
generals attended. After I had finished with the Calvinistic
interpretation of the sacraments, the wife of one of the
generals said: 'This Calvinism has much to say for religion
today.' We hope to have these meetings the entire season
after this. The attendance has been increasing. One night
we had as many as a hundred present. T he people want
to know more about the gospel. They see how Christian
people live and they want to know the secret. I don't like
to sound like a recruiting officer but 1 hope more of our
men will meet this challenge of the chaplaincy."
Rev. Arnold Brink responded.

HOME MISSIONS
Rev. Charles Green6eld reported for the Committee on
Home Missions.
Synod approved the recommendation to continue the
mandate regarding sponsorship of Dutch and Indoncsian
immigrants and the relocation of Dutch immigrants already
in the United States. The Resettlement Committee reported
TORCH and TRUMPET, July-August, 1961

t, "'._ ..;, L>!' ;.;;;., til<; A;cnd..;. th... t it has ::.ucceeded in
est.l.hbhin; as pennanent residents 133 persons in various
parts of the country; also that it has placed 99 Dutch im·
migrants in various localities, and that it has continued
coopemtion with the Reformed Churches of tlle Nether·
lands in giving aid to Reformed Hun garian refugees still
living in Austria.
Synod also decided to continue the Immigration Com·
mittee for Canada, as duly constituted by representatives of
the various classes and of the Christian Reformed Board of
Home MiSSiOns, at a somewhat reduced expense. TillS Com·
mittec maintains contact with the Immigration Committee
of tile Netherlands and others in Canada, such as govern·
ment agencies, railroad agencies, etc. Though immigration
from the Netherlands has been reduced, a considerable
number is expected - about 800 "'souls" from the Reformed
Churches.
We may add this personal observation that our Dutch
immigrants to Canada have bcen kept in close proximity
to our churches through the work of this Immigration Com·
mittee. Many might have drifted away from the church
and even from the Christian religion if it had not been for
the activity of this Committee.

As to the work of the H Ollle Mission Board, Synod
adopted the recommendation to authorize tile opening of
ten new fields as proposed by the Board. However, the
opening of these 6elds will depend on successful surveys
and budget limitations.
The Home Mission Board also granted financial aid to
congregations which are unable to finance their own evan·
gelization projects. Synod approved the requests of Oak
Harbor, Washington; Racine, Wisconsin; Hamilton, On·
tario; Mt. Vernon, Wasillngton; Highland, Michigan; the
South Dakota Chr. Ref. Board of Missions for its work in
Rapid City, S.D.; and the Greater Edmonton Chr. Ref.
churches. The grants range from S2,OOO.OO to $6,000.00.
It was also decided to approve the request of the Board
of Home Missions for two additional laymen as members
of the Executive Committee.

The Home Mission Board requested Synod to approve
an International He/ormed Congress on Evangelism to be
held in Grand Uapids at about the time when the Reformed
Ecumenical Synod meets in Grand Hapids in 1963. The
purpose of the Congress will be to study and spur the
evangelistic labors of the Reformed Churches ill all lands
during these critical last days. The Board asked for ap·
proval of the appointment of a planning committee by both
Mission Boards, Home and Foreign. When tilis matter was
presented to Synod, Rev. Henry Evenhouse, secretary of
the Foreign Mission Board, stated that his Board had a
somewhat different view. Atlention was called to the fact
that the Reformed Ecumenical Synod has a Commission on
Missions and thal the holding of the Conference desired
by the Home Mission Board might tend to deflect interest
and attention from the major gathering. Both Boards in·
dicatcd their willingness to give whatevcr assistance they
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can for a successful meeting of the Commission on ~( ison
of the Ecumenical Synod.
We shall report on a following page what decision
Synod finally made on this matter.

ADDRESSES BY THE REPRESENTATIVES
FROM THE CHURCHES IN NIGERIA
The first speaker, who represented the Benni churches,
was Mr. David Ashu. He is the principal of the Junior and
Primary school of Lupwe which has 360 pupils and 11
teachers. Here follows a summary of his address:
'1 deem it a great privilege to have the opportunity to
address Synod. First of all, 1 bring you a message of greeting from the regional council of the East Benui church.
We are grateful to God for all the missionaries who left
America to come to Nigeria. Isaiah says : 'How beautiful
upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good
tidings ... : Anyone who comes to Nigeria for mission
work is received with open arms. We thank those who support our mission work with their prayers and gifts. We
know it is the love of God which moves them. Be assured
that your prayers for us have ascended to the throne of
grace. We need more support until our church is self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating. Although an
indigenous church has been established in Nigeria, many
difficulties confront us and we need your help until we are
firml y established. We have other problems. Hapid changes
arc taking p lace in Nigeria. We attained independence on
October I , 1960. Our responsibilities are many. The
northern part of Nigeria has a preponderance of Mohammedans. May the Lord give you his wisdom.
"And now m y speech on behalf of the East Benui
church. This is a unique occasion. This is the first time a
Nigerian brother is represented at your Synod. This will
go down in the history of the East Benui church and in
the history of your church. You have obeyed the command
of your Lord: 'Go ye into all the world and preach the
gospel to all creatures: In 192-0 your churches were already
represented in our area by Miss Johanna Veenstra amI
others who followed her. Through the work of the Holy
Spirit a church was established and it continues to grow,
since daily some are being added to the church. Our
Church has its own Synod . We now have 4015 communicant members. Today this church is self-supportin g
and self-governing. We have sixteen elementary and junior
high schools, though their number is limited due to the
lack of teachers. Thcre are still millions in Nigeria who d o
not know Jesus Christ as their Savior. But Jesus s<tid:
'Other sheep I have which are not of this fold: them also I
must bring and they shan hear my voice':' At this point
the spcakcr mentioned the inroads which Communism is
making in Africa, saying they can also infiltrate Nigeria.
"Our only hope is in Almighty God. We in Nigeria will
also pray for America. Standing before you here I cnn
sense the spirit of oneness which binds us." This speech in
its complete form will be in the Acts of the 1961 Synod.
Mr. Anclrew Bajah then add.I'essed Synod on b ehalf of
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the Tiv churches. He is a rupenising teacher in the schooh
on our field. H e stated that "'we ha\'e in :\ igeria a program
of education in close cooperation \ ...-ith the goYemment. \Ve
have 42 elementary schools, 10 Junior High Schools, and
209 teache.rs. We provide the Christian teachers. I am
grateful to God to speak to you on behalf of our Tiv church.
We want to make Christ known to Nigeria. At present the
government pursues a policy of religio us freedom. No one
knows the future but the prospects for Kingdom work are
bright. There are 3200 communicant members in the Tiv
churches and the gospel is preached ill 643 places. We have
four classes and our Synod meets each year. Last year 585
adults were added to the church. Over 150,000 persons receive benefit from our ministry but there are still 500,000
who do not know the Christ:' After these words had been
spoken Mr. Bajah read the official letter of greeting from
his Synod.
The response was given by Rev. Wilbur Van Dyk.

RESIGNATION OF A MEMBER OF THE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE
LOS ANGELES MATTER
.Mr. Nick Moll, one of the members of the Advisory
Committee appOinted by Synod to report on the Los Angeles situation, resigned from this Committee on the ground
that he could not be a disinterested judge in the ease since
he is the brother-in-law of the vice-president of the Consistory involved.

COMMIITEE ON CHURCH ORDER
Rev. J. C. Scholten reported on Tuesday morning of the
second week of Synodical sessions for the Committee on
Church Order. Since these matters concerned mere details
in the revision of the Church Order we do not include them
in our report since we d o not believe that they will greatly
interest our readers. However, we ma ke one exception here.
The Synod of 1960 suggested that the words "vindica te
sound doctrine against heresies and errors" should also
be used in Article II with regard to ministers as they occur
in Article XXII with regard to professors of theology. The
Revision Study Committee did not accept the suggestion.
The Advisory Committee appointed by this Synod recommended that the words should be included in Article II, on
the ground that this is the duty of aU ministers. A number
of delega tes took part in the d iscussion but Synod voted
against the insertion of this clause.
A comment: we wondered wheth er this action is indicative of a gro\ving trend of impatience with polemics
in the pulpit! It is significant that the Form of Subscription,
which ministers as well as professors are required to sib"l,
mentions this as one of the tasks of both, namely in the
words : 'We declare, moreover, that we not only reject a ll
errors that militate against this doctrine .... b ut that we

are disposed to refute and contradict these and to exert
ourselves in keeping the Church free from such errors."
TORCH and TRUMPET, July-August, 1961

A.:>:>3E5S BY REV. JOHN HAINS OF THE
REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA
Re.... G. \'ander H ill introduced Rev, Jo1m Hains a~
fraternal delegate of the Reformed Church in America.
H ere foUows a synopsis of what was said by this fiuent
and forceful speaker:
"I am very happy to represent the General Synod of the
Reformed GhW"ch at your Synod. It is always fascinating
to attend synods. 1 have been here an hour or two and
have already learned that we have much in common as to
doing tlle business of Synod. One difference is that we
have no coffee breaks. I have always had a warm and cordial feeling for the Christian Reformed Church. I was born
in D etroit before it had a Reformed or Christian Reformed
church and was brought up in a Methodist church. Then
we moved to Coopersville, Michigan, where I became a
member of the Reformed church and became acquainted
with members of the Christian Reformed church. When I
went to H ope College I stayed in an upper room of a house
on 14th and Central. I was very close to your Fourteenth
Street church. Sometimes 1 overslept on Sunday morning
and then I would step across the street and listen to the
very powerful and moving sermons by the pastor. Dr.
Danbof. H e has n fine memory. He recognized me at
once when J got here. Later after graduation I went to the
First Church in Fremont. It was one of the most enriching
experiences in my life to associate with Rev. John Schuring
and Rev. John Schaal. We were called the three Johns.
Later 1 was married by Rev. Schaal. So you see lowe a
great deal to the Christian Reformed Church. ) am happy
to bring you the greetings of the Synod of the Reformed
Church. Our Synod was presided over by Dr. Henry Bast.
a very devout. evangelical pastor. It was the most spiritual
and stimulating Synod ] ever experienced. We felt a
warmth and cordia lity I have never fclt before. I believe
there is a new movement of the Spirit of God in our
Church. We are standing more and more for the fundamental truths of Jesus Christ our Lord. True. we have
our troubles but we are moving in the right direction.
"'According to the Grand Rapids Press you have several
overtures for unity wi th other denominations. We had
seven overtures which spoke about the same thing. There
was a fallaciOUS repolt in the Press on the action taken.
On all seven overtures no action was taken for merger.
Nevertheless, the principle of holding conversation with
other denominations was honored. In regard to those
overtures, though no speci.fic action for union was taken,
we hold highly the commandment of Christ to be one
.:;piritually. Perhaps when you consider your overtures you
will think of our Church. We have a great doctrinal
heritage and the same racial and national background.
These are the things that bring us close together. I am
happy that I may bring you the greetings of the Reformed
Church. We have a high respect for the enc and what it
stands [or. \Ve have the truth to present to the world and
on that truth we build. We stand unafraid on the gospel of
TORCH
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Jes:...;.s C"....""L:>t .is the only hope for the world in which we
li\·e.The response was given by Rev. Wesley Smedes of
Classis Muskegon.
We are making one more exception to our decision not
to write on the detail-laden report that dealt with the
revision of our Church Order. It com:erns the following
proposed article:
"A minister who is neither eligible for retirement nor
worthy of discipline but who 1uLs clearly shown that he
lacks the essential qU{lU[wations for the ministry of the
Word, may be discharged by the consistory from his ministerial office, but only with the approval of c/assis and the
symxiical deputWs."
Tlus is something new in the rules of our church. One
of the consistories of Classis Chicago North, namely Warren Park (in Cicero ). presented objections against this
proposed article in the fonn of a p rotest. Six grounds were
offered as a basis for this protest. as follows [abbreviated] :
1 ) "This proposed article is in violation of the old Church
Order which reads that 'a Minister of the Word, once lawfully called. may not forsake his offiCe'; 2) The ecclesiastical
bodies which have examined a minister previous to his
ordination have declared that a minister has the necessary
qualifications for this office; 3) This article would be in
violation of conditions stated in the Form for Ordination.
The only ground for questioning a minister's ministerial
office is if he becomes delinquent ill doctrine or in life;
4 ) The term 'essential qualifications' is too indefinite and
leaves room for all kinds of interpretations. One consistory
may deem oratory essential while another may stress ability
to do pastoral work. business ability, intellectual acumen.
etc. No objective standard is mentioned. A minister may
not be liked by his Consistory through no fault of his own
and yet be threatened with discharge; 5 ) 111is article could
be used even against an aging servant of the Lord who did
not have the qualilications which he had in his younger
years; 6) It might discourage young men from entering the
ministTY·"
However, Synod approved the article. At the same time
it was stated that this protest would be taken up later.

PRE-SEMINARY SCHOLARSHIPS
Rev. J. Haspel' reported on furlher matters pertaining
to our Seminary.
'nle first recom mendation was that scholarships, higher
than the usual stipend. up to a suggested amount of $500.00
each, should be offered annually to a junior and a senior.
Th is was adopted .

COLLEGE PASTOR
One of the most important items in this report pertained
to the "Spiritual Care of Calvin Students." The churches
in the Grand Rapids area, particularly those on the east
side. were aware of the insufficiency of the attention given
to the spiritual needs of tile students, especially because

seven

of the rect"nt great iJ1crt:-,be in u.e- number of studenb.
Classis Grand Hapids East offered to Synod an elaborate
plan for the appointment and work of a '·Student Chaplain." We quote the following from its overture: "Classis
Grand Rapids East appointed a committee to 'Shldy the
means of meeting the spiritual needs of the anticipated
many students in t he Koollcrest area Witll a view to the
possible establishment of a chapel or church .... our committee has had many meetings and discussions. We have
consulted the administration of Calvin College, the Dean
of Men, and have corresponded with the Board of Trustees
___ . made visits to the seven local consistories" who .
"assured us t hat the problem of attendance of studcnts at
divine worship services was being met. There was concern
expressed by the elder delegates, however, as to t he effectiveness of our present methods in giving adequate spiritual
guida nce to the students. Tllis, it seemed, was the grCt1.test
burden on lhe hearts of the elders . It should be remembered that the p roblem of the studenls at Knollcrest is not
a problem of church faci lities alone, but also a problem of
effective spirillwl supervision." Tben follow the recommendations:
"First, that the individual consistories continue to minister to the spiritual needs of the shtdents; 2) t hat Classis
take the necessary steps to initiate divine worship services
on the Knollcrest campus when this \vill be called for; 3)
that such on-campus SClvices be considered a temporary arrangement to be suspended at such time as c1assis shall
decide that the chmeh life of the students can properly be
taken care of by surrounding congregations; 4) that snch
on-campus services and related activities be governed b y
a body of nine men, seven elders and two men from the
ColIe$?;e ...
As to the long-range problem of the students housed at
Knollcrest, the overture recommended:
"First, that c1assis should elect an ordained man with
pastoral experience to serve as student chaplain [here the
overture elaborates on his duties]; second, that CI;ssis
should designate a calling church; third, that the Class is
should elcct a Student Chaplain from a previously made
duo or trio; fourth, lhat his salary should be paid by the
classical treasurer from monies obtained through the
synodical assessment for the School."
The Board of Trustees was infonned concerning this
plan but it had other ideas. It decided to recommend to
Synod to appoint "a College Pastor with Faculty status to
serve the College, havi ng, among other things, the follo wing responsibilities: 1) ReligiOUS or spirihtal counseling of
students as they arc referred to him by regular faculty
cou nselors or as they seek his counsel themselves; 2) Liaison with local churches on matters relevant to the spirihtal
care of student's, and for the administration of Student
Membership certificates; 3) All Chapel activities and the
coordination and/or initiation of special religious activities.
Further, that Synod, recognizing the propriety and importance of the concern of Classis Grand Rapids East as
expressed in overture 7, approve the proposed answer of
the Board of Trustees to Classis Grand Rapids East and

eight
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it$o;'U or sll(;h seni(;n .J.S offered by
t he Board:· Thb recommendation WJ.S adopted.

PROF. MARTEN WOUDSTRA. Th.D ..
PROF. BASTlAAN VAN ELDEREN. Jr.. Th.D..
and DR. J. KROMMINGA
Synod was infonned by its Advisory CommiLlee that on
May 17, 1961, the degree of Doctor of Theology was conferred upon Professor Marten Woudstra by Westminster
Theological Seminary and that on May 26, 1961, the Pacific
School of Heligion conferred the degree of Doctor of Theology upon Professor Bastiaan Van Elderen, Jr. Synod decided to recognize these academic achievements with
appreciation.
Professor Bastlaan Van Elderen, Jr. was reappointed by
Synod as Associate Professor of New Testament for a term
of fo ur years.

. . ..

.. ..

Thc proposal to reapp oint Prof. J. H. Kromminga as
President was Dot acted on until after the matter of
Scriplural lnfallibility had been settled. The Advisory Committee recommended that Dr. J. H. Kromminga's tenn of
office as President of the Seminary should be extended for
one year. Crounds: "1) The Board has expressed confidence in Dr. Kromminga's continuing as the President of
the Seminary; 2) By this procedure the usual rules for reappointment can be fo llowed in the course of the next year;
3) The objections raised by Dr. Wyngaarden in his appeal
have not becn sufficiently substantiated to establish that Dr.
Kromminga lacks the confidence of the churches which a
president of the Seminary should enjoy." For Synod's decision, see p..'lge 22.
Our report on the discussion of the Infallibility issue
wil[ be given later.

LECTURESHIPS IN OLD TESTAMENT
As our readers may know, the Board of Trustees did not
olIer a nomination for the Old T estament chair, held up
to this time by Dr. Martin Wyngaarden, who is retiring,
though it did offer a nomination of one person last year,
which did not satisfy and was nullified by the withdrawal
of the nominee, Prof. Kerr. The Board now recommended
"th e establishment of a series of lechlreships in tlle Old
Testament deparbnent of the Seminary with the stipulations
that these shall be for one year; that each lecturer shall
teach at least one three-hour course each semester; that the
process shall continuc until tenninated b y the Board; and
that these lectureships shall serve the Board and the Synod
in the selection of a man to serve in the Old Testament
department at the Seminary." The Board nominated Rev. J.
Stek to be appointed to a lectureship in Old Testament for
the year 1961-1962.
FOllr members of the Board appealed this decision on
various grounds (See our article in favor of this appeal in
the May-J une issue of TonCH AND TRUMPET, page 6) and
Classis Grand Rapids West overtured Synod to "refrain
from establishing a series of temporalY lectureshi ps to fill
TORCH and TRUMPET, July.August, 1961
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1 The contiu~
of ma;logical education in our Seminary is broken by temporary lectureships;
::! The impending \"3.cancy in our Old Testament department could well be fill ed at this time from the nomination
presented by the Seminary faculty; 3) The ministerial
career of one proposed for a temporary lectureship is unnecessarily disrupted by this procedure, without sufficient
assurance that his labors in a special field can be continued."
Classis Chatham also endorsed the Appeal of the four
Board members.
The Advisory Committee sought to answer the objections of lectureships in the following words: "It should
be noted that it is not the intention of the Board of
Trustees to establish a pennanent policy of providing it
series of lectureships to fill the impending vacancies in our
Seminary Faculty, and thus the danger of disrupting the
continuity of the theolOgical education in our Seminary ...
will be minimized. It must also be noted that the Board
of Trustees did not feel ready to make a nomination for
this important position at the present time, for neither of
the candidates being considered ... is at present equipped
to assume full responsibilities in this field. If an appointment should eventually be granted to Rev. J. Stek, after his
year of lectureship, it would be desirablc that he pursue
further studies that he might obtain a doctorate in this
field. Although Dr. Von Meyenfeldt is academically qualified, he is not sufficiently well known at close range in the
Christian Reformed Church to be a suitable nominee at
this time.
"'In response to Appeal No.2 it must be said that the
Advisory Committee also expressed some concern about a
long series of lectureships in the Old Testament department. By consultation with the Secretary of the Board of
Trustees, as weH as witll the Seminary l)resident, we became fully assured that this is not the intent of the Board
of Trustees. Their desire is to make a nomination as soon
as possible .... Thus it is the (,'O llviction of your Advisory
Committee that the selection of tlle right man for the office
can best be achieved at tllis present time by these lectureships."
Accordingly the Committee recommended the following: "1 ) That Synod authorize the Board of Trustees to
engage lecturers in the Old Testament department of the
Seminary with the following stipulations; (a) The lectureships shull be for a oneyear period, the first one beginning
July 1, 1961; (b) Each lecturer shall teach at least one
threehour course each semester; (c) The process shall continue only until such a time as the Board feels ready to
submit nominations." This was adopted. "2) That Syno(!
appoint the Rev. J. Stek to a lectureship in the Old Testament Deparbnent fo r the year 196162; 3) That Synod
authorize the Board of Trustcc.s to appoint Dr. F. H. Von
Meyenfeldt to a lectureship in the Old Testament Department for the year 196263." This too was adopted.
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The Advisory Committee called Synod's attention to the
fact that nominations are soon to be prepared for the
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Depart:Ile:::\ts of :\'ew Testament, Practical Theology, and

Church History.

H.J.K.

SPEECHES BY MISSIONARIES
On the Monday afternoon of the second week our
foreign missionaries were introduced by Rev. H. Evenhouse and by Rev. M. Baarman.
Rev. J. R. Kamps, official delegate from the Indian General Conference, brought greetings, indicating that there is
a continuing need of white missionaries, and affirming that
a great future is opening up with the fields white un~o
the harvest. He pointed to Scott Redhouse, elder delegate
from Albuquerque, as evidence of the firstfruits of the
harvest.
Ceylon General Conference was represented by Rev.
Clarence Van Ens, who conveyed the greetings from the
Reformed Church of that Island. After having given a few
statistics about Ceylon he told us about Ule challenge of
working in the city of Colombo (400,000 population) with
seven large church plants available. He pleaded eloquently
for continuing the work with might and main, with disregard for the gathering stornHignals on the political horizon.
Rev. P. Ipema represented the Nigerian field. He expressed his gratitud e for being able to serve the churches
and brought greetings from his colleagues on the field. He
reminded the Synod of the strategic situation of Nigeria in
Africa, of her orderly government, of the freedom of religion that had been preserved in the process of nationali:t.ation. He cited the fact that there are now nineteen native
pastors in the field with fourteen more in training to be
ordained in 1962. This is the day of opportunity in Nigeria,
since thousands ha vc lost faith in their ancestral religion.
"Let us not grow wea ry in bringing the Gospel to seeking
souls!"
At this pOint our mission sccl'etaries introduced some
new appOintees to mission work in various fields, nfter
which Scott Redhouse was given the Boor. He spoke of
the abundant fruit in tile last decade upon the labors in
our Indian field but also reminded us that the facilities
are still very inadequate. The Navajos, he pointed out, arc
in a state of transition and the whole pressure of our
American ci vilization is brought to bear upon them. Many
of them are lost in the city jungles, and we do not have
the b'ained missionaries for the work. We ought to provide
some on thejob training for our Seminarians, to give them
firsthand knowledge of what it takes to do the job.
After Rev. B. Niemeyer, a Synodical delegate from
Grand Rapids West, appointed to work in Oregon, and
Rev. P. Vermaat, home·missionary in Bellingham, had addressed Synod, Rev. J. A. Mulder responded in the name
of Synod.

ADDRESS BY DR. NED STONEHOUSE
At this point Dr. O. Holtrop introduced Dr. N. Stoncnine

house of the Orthodox Pre5b~tian
Church, who pointed
out that he did not come as a stranger since he had
marched across this vcry platform 37 years ago to get his
diploma from Calvin College. He extended the greetings
from his communion and assured Synod of their prayers
for our purity, peace, and unity. He reminded us of Dr.
Machen's great regard for our denomination and the fact
that in the first quarter century of their existence, which
they wcre current1y celebrating, none had stood closer to
them than the Christian Reformed cllurches. He pointed
out that the O. P. Assembly had approved of an even closer
fellowship on the classical leve1.
Dr. Stonehouse said that his church was admittedly
weak but eager to go forward in the work of the Lord.
This is attested by its missionary zeal indicatcd by the fact
that out of 103 ministers there are 12 foreign and 12 home
missionaries. His church has a total of 11,000 confessing
members. Another index of the zeal of the O. P. Chureh is
the fact that it ranks among the 6vc highest denominations
in giving, to the amount of $160.00 per communicant member.
The O. P. Church, the speaker went on to say, had its
origin out of a strong sense of the importance of the controversy for the truth, not from schismatic or sectarian motives.
Today, in the Blake-Pike proposals, Protestantism is reaping
the whirhvind from the heresies of twenty-6ve years ago.
Not only is t1le doctrine of the trinity denied but the exclusiveness of Christ as the way, the truth, and the life.
There is no longer a rationale for evangeUzing the Jews.
The O. P. Church is committed to a biblical ecumenicity, not that of expediency. Due to t1le drift of the times
and the difficulty of draWing the line between the Word of
Cod and the traditions of men, keeping the Reformed faith
is not easy.
The Reverend Clarence Vos responded.

• • • •
Synod next turned to hear the Report of the Committee
on Varia, VII, A with Dr. O. Holtrop reporting.
The proposal of Classis Cadillac "to engage the services
of a parUamentarian for t1le sessions of Synod" was voted
down on the grounds that the President of the Synod is its
parliamentarian and that this proposed arrangement would
add to the confusion.
The overture of Classis Alberta South that Synod
"change the method of delegating lay delegates to denomination boards 'by requiring a certain perccntage of the
classes . . . to delegate non-ministerial delegates for 6year periods, by rotation of classes'" was also voted down.
H.R.v.T.

WORLDWIDE RELIEF AND SERVICE
COMMITTEE
On t1le basis of a very elaborate report by the Study
Committee, which proved conclusively that it is the duty
of the Church to show mercy to those outside as well as to
its own members and arguing that such worJd-wide relief
work by the church should be under the auspices of the

ten

dil.conal oEice, the recommendations were ..dopted th3.t l.
D eacons' Conference should be organized in each cbssis
and that the classes in cooperation \\ith these existing
Deacons' Conferences should appoint representatives ttl
serve on the Worldwide Relief and Service Committee; that
Synod should appoint a number of mebrs-at~lg
on this
committee as advisers; that this committee shou1d prescnt
nominations for a director to the Synod of 1962 and a
detailcd organizational plan for approval by the same
Synod. This was adopted, after many motions to amend
had been oHered.
H.J.K.

PROTESTANT REFORMED CHURCHES
On Wednesday evening of the second week Rev. J. C.
Scholten reported on a Request of the Ilrotestant Reformed
Churches in America (De Wolf group). The Synod of
these churches had written our Synod requesting that the
two churclles unite on the basis of Scripture and the 11uee
Forms of Unity only. To this our Contact Committee formulated a reply in which the Three Points on Common
Grace were maintained as historicaUy necessary and presently relevant for the rest and peace of the churches. With
respect to procedure a new course was proposed, namcly:
1. "Each congregation which deems it advisable to continue as a separate unit shall consult \vith the local Christian Reformed church or churches. If they agree that there
is room for another Christian Refonned church in that
10caUty, the matter shall be considered settled when approved by Classis.
2. "If in any instance there should be disagreement,
the matter shall be submitted to the Classis of the Christian
Reformed Church in that area and its decision shall be
accepted by the churches involved.
3. "If the Protestant Reformed church has a pastor, he
shall submit to a colloquium doctum at the classical meet·
ing, which, if satisfactory, gives him regular standing as a
Christian Reformed minister for the whole denomination.
4. "If a Protestant Reformed. church disbands, so that
the members may affiliate with nearby Christian Reformed
churches, such members shall upon presentation of membership credentials be received into Christian Reformed
churches.
5. "As soon as the Synod of the Protestant Reformed
Churches shall have approved of the agreement of reunion,
the minister of a Protestant Hefonned church that disbands
shall be eligible for a call in the Christian Reformed denomination. The minister will submit to a colloquium
doctum after receiving a call, but a minister who desires it
will be granted a colloquium doctum before receiving a
call.'"
This is the substance of the proposed procedures as
amended by Synod after a lengthy debate. TIle substance
of the dcbate follows.
Hev. B. Nederlof of Classis Alberta North: "I regret
that i cannot vote for the motion as it stands, because it
includes the item which says that it is- stiU our conviction
tha t tl)e Three Poinl s are relevant; it is not my conviction.
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Forms or l-n:~·.
as the history or the Reformed
Cln-....-ches in the ~ethrlands
in 1569 and 1 :2 has proved.
That does not mean we should forget these things - I too
am in agreement \\ith the Three Paints of 1924 . . . but
things that happened 3i years ago may not have the same
bearing today, . . . If these brethren do not violate the
peace, there is sufficient ground to believe that union can
be accomplished without those Truee Points ... Does Jesus
Christ, the King of the Church, want us to retain anything
that is not necessary?"
Prof. M. Monsma suggested a slight correction and
went on to say that the present position was virtually a
COpy of last year's letter, and Reverend N. B. Knoppers
of Classis Eastern Ontario opined. that "if it was the same
letter, why bother to send it? We have again here fraternal
delegates from Reformed churches and they say we are one
and we say that we are one, but we do not come together.
We ought to have a reunion in the high style of the
churches of Jesus Christ."
Rev. T. Hofman of Classis AJberta North stated that if
we admit the Protestant Reformed churches only on the
basis of the Three Fonns of Unity, we are setting aside not
only the Three Paints of 1924, but by implieation all Synodical decisions, perhaps 1959 also.
Elder Kwantes of Classis British Columbia, "I am of
the same opinion as Rev. Nederlof. I fail to see that we
need more than the Three Forms of Unity for uniting with
the Protestant Reformed Churches ."
Rev. A. Persenaire of Classis Hamilton: 'We made a
basis of union in 1959, but that was not even considered by
the Protestant Reformed Synod, but it came with the
proposal that union be sought on the basis of the Three
Forms of Unity alone ... they did this because they had
members who objected to the Three Points as official interpretations of the Confessions. Therefore we feel that the
Three Points are as yet not out of date, because if we take
them away, I am afraid we may destroy the unity we have
enjoyed since 1924."
Rev. Clarence Vos said he was of the same mind as
Rev. Nederlof and Elder Kwantes when he first joined the
committee; namely, that we must not ask for more than
the Three Forms of Unity, "but I am convinced that we
are not asking for more since the decisions of 1924 [on
Common Grace-Ed.] arc a reDection of the Confessions ...
we are assuring the brethren that they have prophetic
libc,ty."

tlw!
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Rev. W. Haverkamp, President of Synod, turned the
gavel over to the vice-president to remark that when we
sent our communication to the Protestant Reformed Synod
last year, there was a concerted movement by a certain
bloc that did not want to address itself seriously to our
argumentation. This was deplored by the Reverend D e
WolI and others ... but "some did not seriously struggle
with what we wrote . .. U there is anything we ought to
deplore, it is that their Synod did not diligently consider
what we wrote,"
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Re"· R. Bas ...5.rmed th::..t Common Groce is not a dead
issue since it concerns the character of the preaching of the
Gospel.
Rev. W. Ackerman related that his dealings with the
Protestant Reformed brethren had been one of true fellowship and quite amiable even though 1924 was not set
aside as having no relevance. "We want to be one with a
true meeting of minds."
Rev. Nederlof responded to this that he did not introduce tlle idea of setting aside 1924; "but I asked what is the
basis of unity; must we add to Scripture and the Confessions?"
Rev. Knoppers, speaking for Dr. Kooistra as well, said:
'1t is not at all our intention to make this matter more
difficult . . . we want to save the church trouble on the
basis of our experience."
To this Rev. Persenaire responded; "We agree fully
th..'lt the foundation of unity is Scripture and the Three
Forms, but the Protestant Reformed Chureh makes the
setting aside of 1924 the condition for reunion." He then
called for a division of the question, namely. to vote first
on that part of the letter that deals with the basis of union,
and second on procedures. This was approved and part one
was passed unanimously.
With regard to the question of procedures, there was a
good deal of discussioo about the question whether or not
and when a colloquium doctum was to be taken by the
Protestant Reformed ministers. The reporter argued that
this interview would give them ecclesiastical standing, since
some have not had a college education, and our people
would be assured of their competence after their examination by classis. Rev. 1'. Hofman pointed out that the necessity of taking the colloq uium Mctllm did not preclude their
being placed on a trio at once.
After a prolonged consideration of the matter, in which
every effort was made to guarantee the Protestant Reformed
brethren a fair deal, the second part concerning procedures
was passed as quoted above. The Chairman then said tl13t
this will go down in history as a very important decision
of the 1961 Synod, that he hoped that it would be received
with joy and gladness, and that the union might be consummated in the very near future,
H.R.v.T.

LICENSURE OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
What about foreign students who attend our Seminary?
Should they be permitted to preach in our churches? Can
they be expected to know how to preach to Our people, to
h.""DOW the needs and tastes of our people?
Synod approved the follOwing regulations regarding
this matter which had been adopted by the Board of Trustees: Foreign students studying at our Seminary as regular
or special students must be communicant members of a.
sound Reformed Church; must have had sufficient training
at our School so that the Faculty can recommend them, as
to their academic competence and ability to speak Huent
English; must have completed the course in homiletics required of our students or an equivalent course in some other
e/;rom

school and must demonstrate their ability to exhort to the
satisfaction of our professor in Homiletics. Further, their
request for licensure must be sent to the Secretary of the
Board, the Board or its Executive Committee must interview the applicants, their exhorting must be under the auspices of the School, and their licensure will be in force
while they arc students at the school, extension of licensure
requiring special application.

NO HANDBOOK TO THE PSALTER HYMNAL
The Synod of 1959 authorized the Psalter Hymnal Olm·
mittee to prepare a handbook to the Psalter Hymnal. It
was reported that very little work had been done on this
aSSignment and that the members of the Psalter Hymnal
Committee were not enthusiastic for the project and had
doubts whether there would be a demand for it.
The Advisory Committee recommended that the Psalter
H ymnal Committee should be relieved of responsibility in
the matter but also that the decision to produce such a
handbook should be reaffinned seeing the Synod of 1959
had decided in favor of it. It also advised that a Handbook
Committee should be appointed and clmrgcd with securing
a suitable editor-compiler.
Synod was very lukewann toward the project. Rev.
Charles Greenfield and Rev. Clarence Vos expressed the
opinion that there is no need of such a handbook; that no
good ease had been made for the project. Dr. Ralph Stob
said thCJ·e is no enthusiasm for it but that if it were to be
undertaken it could be done much better by a single editor.
1t appeared that Synod was even less interested in th e
matter than the Advisory Olmmittee. No one voted foe
the motion to reaffirm the decision of 1959.
•
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All the other recommendations of the Committee on
Publication Matters, Hcv. J. L. Meppelink being the reporter, were adopted. We mention the foUowing;
1. Synod noted with gratitude the expanding work of
the American Bible SOCiety and of the World Home Bible
League.
2. Synod reminded our U.S. churclles of the services
and 61m offered by the Lord's Day Alliance. It also decided
to ask our Canadian Classes to aid the Canadian Lord's
Day Alliance b y distributing to their consistories infonnation letters concerning it and to remind our Canadian members that if there is a Sunday problem in their community,
to contact Rev. Mr. McGrath, General Secretary of the
Alliance, 606-40 Park Road, Toronto.
3. Synod aCCP.ded to the request of Classis Grand
Rapids South to appoint a committee to undertake a revision of the Form for the Ordination (oJ" InstaUation ) of
Ministers of God's Word, tJle Form for the Installation ')f
Professors of Theology, and the Fonn for the Ordination
(or Installatiou ) of Missionaries.

WlllCH MINISTERS IN SPECIAL SERVICE
MAY RETAIN THEIR MINISTERIAL STATUS?
A lengthy debate took place at Synod about this ques-

twelve

past Synods have \\TestJed ,,;th It. Some were
tion. ~f any
inclined to be liberal in allo\\iDg ministers in special service
to retain their ministerial status. Others were more strict,
even to the extent of discouraging ministers from serving
as teachers of Bible in Christian schools. This latter trend
has received impetus through the influence of those of our
Canadian ministers who have emigrated from the Nethr~
lands, where it is customary for those who en ter upon
special service to become "emeritatecl." This will shed light
on the debate at this Synod and the final decisions.
The reporter of the Comm ittee which presented recommendations regarding this matter was Rev. H. Vander Kam.
It had to d eal with two study committee reports on the
subject. The one was a committee appointed by the Synod
of 1959. Tllis Committee made a special study of the Scripture as a basis for its Conclusions, asserting that such a
study had not been made heretofore. Its conclusions left
a broad field for special services by ministers outside of the
regular work of a pastor. The other report accompanied an
overture from Classis Hudson. As the Advisory Committee
stated; "In th.is study a much narrower view of the tasks
permissible to the ministry is presented than that by Synod's
Study Committee." The Advisory Committee reported that
in its opinion the recommendations of the Synodical Study
Committee do not sufficiently safeguard the office of the
minister of the Word.
Before we report on the recommendations of the Ad~
visory Committee we shall give in substance the address by
Rev. J. D. Hulst, representing the Synodical Study Committee; "I n this report we were not concerned with the OJ"dinary, explicit duties of the minister. It concerns itself
with the duties which go beyond the explicit duties of the
minister. This problem has been before the Church for
many years - already in 1890, when Rev. J. Noordewier was
appointed to collect funds for our School. Since that time
our Church has revealed on the onc hand the uniqueness
of the office of minister. Thcre has also been a certain
amount of inconsistency, In 1918 Dr. H. Beets was appOinted SCCl·etary of Missions. The Church was then m uch
concerned with the principles involved. On other oecasi cl1s
no concern was mani.fested with the principlc. Synods
havc not always faced the matter courageollsly. When the
difficulty was faced, they would say for example; 'He is
now no longer serving in that special capacity: The Church
sometimes disregarded its own pronouncements. For
example it said on one occasion; <The minister should no
longer serve in the capacity of Bible te."lcher in Christian
high schools.' Yet our chueehes went on to appoint such
men. The Chmch has seldom made direct appeals to Scripture to solve the problem .
As to the Church Order, it contains no definition of
the meaning of ordination . Though it does speak of ordination, it is impossible on the basis of the C.O. to define
it. Ordination is first of all the act of the church. Its
purpose is to cnll and galher a church unto etcwal life.
This is a task performed through the ministry of the church.
Assigned to this task, ministers are bound to it for their
U
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.\5. to the .... ;tet'...a..l on pase 113, I feel the Committee has

tried to come to a definition of the office of a servant of
God; but they have not dealt with some of the essential
!he Church Order describes the duties of such a man. aspects of the New Testament teaching; for example, the
Art. 16 defines his duties as a minister in a local con- use of such words as 'apostIe; 'messenger: to 'cvangelize;
gregation . But the Church Order docs recognize that it is 'to preach: [The speakcr here used the terms of the Greek
legitimate for a minister to labor outside of the local church N.T., Ed.] H ence 1 think if one would want to define
( .\.It. 6, 7 ) . The question arises, May a minister choose the offi ce of minister, his study should be more extensive.
any Seld of labor he wishes? The answer is, No. Ordination As to their exegesis on page 114, I would interpret the last
is accompanied with the laying on of hands, signifying his two clauses ['unto the work of ministering; 'unto the buildqualification by the Holy Spirit. Then he is authorized to ing up of the body of Christ' - Ed.} as being explanatory
speak in the name of Christ.
of tile first : 'unto the perfection of the saints.' I don't think
"We sought a description of the office of the minister in we have four purposes here. In the original the words:
Scripture. We found that he is a servant of Christ bound to 'pastors and teachers' are to be taken as referring to one
service of the church for life. H e is to serve the Church group. First comes the delineation: 'apostles, prophets,
primarily through the gospel Tills is his ordinary and evangelists.' I doubt we can regard all these as separate
explicit duty. But we had to study the question: How far functions. As to the statement on p. 117, I doubt we can
does Scripture permit us to go beyond these ordinary use the exhortation of Christ to Peter ('Feed my lambs') as
duties? The limiting concept is stated in Ephesians 4. an exhortation to Christian education."
Chairman: "We arc very thankful and happy that we
Ministers are appointed for 'the building up of the body of
Christ: According to this passage, some are 'teachers of reappointed you for six years" (laughter).
the Christian religion.' Elsewhere we read that they 'serve
Rev. N. B. Knoppers: "I am so tIlankful to Prof. Van
the cause of the Lord: so that the work is not necessarily Elderen for his remarks. An article in Church and Nation
limiled to the preaching of the Word. The point is: Scrip- deals with all those tents that Paul made. And the concluture permits something other than a pastorate in a local sion is that this proves just the contrary of the contention of
church. Paul not only preached; he also collected funds the Study Committee."
for needy persons and even built tents. We should take note
Reporter J. B. Hulst of the Study Committee: "Perhaps
that when he collected funds they didn't call him back to Prof. Van E lderen is not so willing now to admit that I
Antioch, saying: 'You mayo't do that, Paull' We do not was one of his studentsl" (laughter). "But I have a question
suggest that we allow our ministers to make tents. But for him: Would he agree with our conclusions?'"
we do say that if the church feels tha t a certain work is
Prof. Van Elderen: "Here we come to the crux of the
essential to its welfare, it may assign a man to a task outside matter. The thing that will have to be defin ed is this: Can
of the local pastorate. H ence we have made the followin g one in one of these positions engage in the procla mation of
recommendations:
the Word? Right here we can conveniently turn to the
.. 'Synod declare that a minister of the gospel may serve in department of Practical Theology" ( laughter).
various capacities other than that of pastor in a local church,
Rev. Vander Kam, reporter of the Advisory Committee:
provided ( 1 ) H e is called by the church; (2) his work is "We are not by any means convinced of the exegesis of the
controlled and supervised by the church and adequate Sup- Study Committee. For example, that a minister is called
port is guaranteed by the church; (3) his work is con- a diakonos [servant - Ed.} docs not at all prove their point.
ducted to the prout (spiritual upbuilding) of the church.''' We have no argument with the Study Committee that there
That was the motion made and supported.
is room outside of the work in the local ehurch for a minRev. A. Kuyvenhoven of Classis Alberta South said: ister. Then there would be no place for professors of
"The recommendations of the Study Committee are theology [who are also ordained ministers - Ed.]. But
based largely on an exegetical study of the Scripture. 1 we don't believe the office is sufficiently safeguarded by
would like to invite one or two men of the Seminary to the express ion : 'conducivc to the spiritual upbuilding of
give their opinion of that study."
the church.' That can include a lmost anything. Elders and
Dr. Ralph Stab was asked. He replied: '1 am quite deacons also labor for the spiritual upbuilding of the
sorry to inform you that 1 have not been able to go through chlUch."
this report as mcticulously as I would have liked. I have
Rev. n. Nederlof: "Let me say something in addition to
had a very busy Spring. I suggest that you ask Dr. Van what has a lready been said. In our opinion this is a
Eldcren."
wonderful report. I don't want to give the impression that
Chairman Havcrkamp: "Professor, you are fortu nate we desire to nullify the efforts put forth. But there arc some
weaknesses. Thc N.T. even speaks of some women who
that you have your reappoinbnent" ( laughter).
Prof. Van Eldercll : '1 have not yet accepted" (laughter ). 'ministered to the saints.' Many tasks mentioned in the N.T.
Chairman: "What is your opinion of the Study Com- are not included in the ministerial office. The question is:
mittee's exegesis?"
Does the term 'm inister' in the Chureh Order have the same
Prof. Van Elderen: "I shall make a few observations. broad sense which it sometimes has in Scripture, for ex-
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"·e speak of 'ministers: in distinction from e!ders :l!l
deacons, we refer to those who are pastors and teachers,
who labor in the Word. TIle question before us is: )'l ay all
those who serve the Church in some capacity be regarded
as ministers of the Word?
"There is a way of reasoning here which is not convincing. When Paul took collections and brought them
to Jerusalem he did not become a full·time financial agent.
\Ve must not reverse the question. The question is not
whether one who is a minister may do something additional
which is also proStable for the church but whether all
those who engage in some tasks which are for the profit of
the church may be called mi.nisters. The Committee states
that ministers may be allowed to devote their time to a eer·
tain work if it is conducive to the sp.'.ritual upbuilding of the
church. Of COUISe. the work of the ministry is for the
spiritual upbuilding of the ChUIch. But this does not mean
that everything which is conducive to its spiritual upbuild·
illg belongs to the work of the ministry.
lhere is a fourth weakness in the report. The Study
Committee is well aware of the fact that their position
deviates from the Church Order. It is a basic departure.
Its argumentation has a pragmatic flavor. It reasons that
whatever is conducive to the profit of the churches may be
done by a minister. The Synod of last year took a decision
tentatively (See art 13, page 292). We took those words
in our recommendation as Advisory Committee, namely,
that a minister may perform another task if it is directly
related to the ministry of the Word. But thcn he should
be released from his office. We do not sec the need of
retention of the ministerial office in such a case. Let us
not be Roman Catholic in Our conception of the office. A
minister for life is the rule, but the body which confers
the office may also release from office. Let us bc strict
in our policy; we can be broad in its application. A min~
ister of the Word must remain a minister of the Word."
Rev. J. B. Hulst: '"'As to the suggestion that we have
been guided by practical considerations, it is evident when
you read our report that we have addressed oUIseives to
history, the C hurch Order, and the Scriptures. We realize
we did not go into the study of the various tenus that are
used in the N. T. Thcy stress various aspects of the work
of the miniStry of the Word. Thc real issue is: Does Scripture teach anywhere that the church may not call a man
and assign him to a task which is essential to the welfare of
the church? The historical position of our ChUIch has been:
Are those positions essential to the welfare of the Church?
I am not aware as yet of any organist who considcrs
herself bound to the service of the church for life." (Note:
This was said in reply to an argument from the other side,
namely, that organists and even janitors labor for thc wel~
fare of the church - Ed. )
Rev. A. Persenaire (vice.president of Synod): "I enjoy
this debate very much; but I belicve we have heard
enough to enablc us to vote."
Rev. T. Hofman: -rhe important part of the matter is
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If that is permissible, then their conclusions logically fol·
low. But if we begin \,ith the premise ; the duty of the
minister is to preach the Word, then other conclusions
follow."
Reporter Vander Kam: "I move we table the motion
before us [to adopt the recommendations of the Study
Committee - Ed.} and take up the recomn.endations of
the Adv:isory Committee."
Rev. H. N. Erffmeyer: "This is contrary to our rules."
President Haverkamp agreed. "It is much fairer to a
study committee to vote on what they propose."
Secretary R. Frons: '1 don't feel qualified at this stage
to vote this up or down."
The President: '"'Then you have the privilege to abstain ~
( laughter ) .
The recommendation of the Study Committee (see
above) was rejected with a large ma;ority.
The recommendations of the Advisory Committee were
then discussed and voted on. The first of these was of a
formal nature. The second read: "That Synod reaffirm
the church's definition of the ministerial office as essentially
tllnt of the minister of the Word and the s(lCf"aments."
Rev. H. N. Erffmeyer (member of the Study Commit·
tee) : "Where do we find that definition?"
Reporter H. Vander Kam in reply appeals to the terms
for minister used in Scripture such as ilerald" etc.
l'rof. M. Monsma: "Not one of us should have any
doubts on lhis point." Quotes the Church Order.
Hev. J. B. Hulst: "1 have two questions. First, does this
answer our mandate, which goes beyond the ordinary and
explicit work of the ministcr. Second, is it necessary to
affirm this? I submit this is quite unnecessary."
Rev. H. N. ErfFmeyer: "If we adopt the advice of this
Committee we arc not really answering OUI mandate. I
think it would be better to appoint a new study committee."
(Note: The manda te of the Study Committee was u to
study comprehensivcly and in the light of Scripture and
the Church Order the problem of the legitimacy of the minister's engaging in special assignments and services which
go beyond the ordinary, explicit duties of thc minister."
Examples: Presidency of one of our Christian Colleges
[Calvin, Dordt, Trinity], Editor of The Banner, Bible
teacher in onc of our Christian Schools, Youth Federation
Director, Stated Clerk of Synod. - Ed. )
Rev. B. Nederlof: "Our Advisory Committee had to deal
not only with the advice of the Study Committee but also
with an overtw·e."
Dr. R. Kooistra, Classis Eastem Ontario: "We all agree
with tIlis point but we don't nced this. But we do need the
next point."
Reporter H. Vander Kam : "We believe it should be
here in view of what the next point speci.fies."
A mot'ion to withhold action on this pOint was defeat ed.
A motion by Rev. J. A. Mulder to recommit the matter
to the Advisory Committee also was defeated.
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The next point {B in the recommendation of the Ad.
\isory Committee was as follows: "That Synod declare tllat
a minister of the Word can and may serve in capacities
other thcm that of a pastor in a local church, provided (a)
tMt he is called by a church according to the provisions of
the Church Order; (b) that he is subject to the superoision
of the church according to the provisions of the Church
Order; (c) tlwt his task is judged to be spiritual in character
and directly related to the ministry of the Word by the
Classis of the calling church and with the approval of the
Synodical Examiners."
Discussion:
Rev. A. Persenaire: "I am in agreement with this point
but 1 feci for what Rev. Hulst brought out. If we adopt
this we are simply confirming what Synod has always
stated. Are we doing justice to the intent of the Synod of
19591"
Reporter Vander Kam: "'We feel that we are meeting the
intent of the mandate of 1959. Here we say that there is
that possibility of ministers' serving in a special capacity
but we stress the fact that the classis must judge whether
the C<'lSe meets these tests. 1 believe that is all Synod can
say."
Rev. n. Evenhuis: '1 don't think that it is necessary to
say that the work of the minister should be spiritual in
character." Speaker moved to delete the words: "judged to
be spiritual in character."
Rev. W. Ackcrman: "This is taken directly from the
Church Order." (The Speaker meant: the proposed new
Church Order - Ed.)
Rev. Wilbur Van Dyk pleaded for the retention of these
words.
Rev. R. Evenhuis tried to speak again but was inter·
rupted by the chair.
Rev. A. Kuyvenhoven, Classis Alberta South, severely
criticized the expression and reminded Synod that the
Church Order, where these words are found, has not even
been adopted. However, the motion to delete the words
"judged to be spiritual in character" was rejected.
Dr. A. Hoekema: "According to this, a man may accept
a call and then find that the classis docs not give its approval. The Classis should first give its approval, according
to a formcr decision, before a minister is called for a
special service."
Rev. J. B. Hulst: "This point rea1ly does not solve any·
thing. Jt says: 'this special service must be directly related
to the ministry of the Word.' One can interpret that broadly
or narrowly. This does not answer the problem laid beforc
us in 1959."
Rev. B. Nederlof: "First of all, Dr. Hockema has stated
a few points which are covered by provisions already in
the Church Order. Second, when we come to the appJica·
tion of this point only the future can tell us what will
develop. There is room for difference in the church. There
TORCH and TRUMPET, July-August, 1961

are di£fEnroces eyen in the Synod. ~ l ust
we as Synod lay
down jwisprudence or lay down principles?"
Rev. J. Haspers: "This is essentially the same as the
recommendation of the Study Committee. Point a is the
same. As to point b, this is not anything new either. 1
maintain that if we adopt this, we'll have the same struggle
over and over again."
Prof. H. Dekker: "What is done here is to close doors
in point 2 and to open them again in point 3. 1 have myself
been involved in one of these situations. This does not
solve any problem. As to the word 'spiritual: who would
say that the work of the President of the College is not
spiritual? This point leaves room for all kinds of confiicting
practices." The Speaker moved to recommit.
Dr. D. Holwerda: "It is not possible to substantiate this
on exegetical grounds. It is not possible to go by some·
thing that was written 2000 years ago. The Advisory Com·
mittee substantiates its position cccIesiasticaJly."
Rev. n. Nederlof: "I would be at a Joss to know what
to do if this were recommitted:"
Rev. J. B. Hulst: "The problem facing us is an issue
which is involved. 1 don>t believe this Committee will
accomplish anything by spending another two or three
hours on the matter. What is meant by the term 'spiritual?"
The motion to recommit was lost.
Rev. J. R. Frens: "I believe this is a waste of time. We
wrestled with the problem in Classis Hudson and Classis
Chicago. This recommendation is putting us where we
always were."
Hev. W. Ackerman: 'The reason we have this problem
is that the Classes have not done what they should have
done. If the Classes had studied it we would not have had
this problem. This is a good motion we have before us.
Our Advisory Committee is quite correct: We lay down
the principles; let the Classes make the applications. We
say: \-Ve need ministers here, we need ministers there."
(Comment: The Speaker meant to say that we sometimes
say: We need ministers for this task or for that task when
it is a question vthether ministers are really needed for
such tasks. - Ed.)
Elder Duistermars, a member of the Advisory Commit.
tee, who disagreed with it: "I have reserved the righ t to
dissent. I felt as I worked with the Committee that we
did not come up with anything different. 1 think what
Synod rcally wants is something different. And I think the
Study Committee has really come up with something differeut. I think we can use a little pragmatism provided it
is not contrary to the Word of God."
Prof. M. Monsma: "We are laboring with difficulties
which do not exist. I agree with Rev. Ackerman. Synod
can't do anything better. These Classes should have settled
these matters." (This means that henceforth each case will
have to be decided by the classis concerned. See POinted
Paragraph on this matter. - Ed.)
After all this debating Synod adopted point 2 (see
above).

folteen

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL MATERIAL
The Synod has a Committee on Education which pct!pares catechism books and other educational material for
use in our churches. Its mandate also includes the preparation of Daily Vacation Bible School guides though it is not
yet ready for this task. Since Our home missionaries have
been clamoring for such material, the Home Mission Board
offered to assume responsibility for producing it if needed;
also to explore the materials available from the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church and the Reformed Church in America.
This proposal met with opposition. Discussion :
Rev. Bernard Peke1dcr: "U we think this is a little thing
we arc d ead wrong. The Mission Board has plenty Selds.
I understand there is a strong feeling that this should be
done by the Board but that the Board itself is not eager to
undertake this. Why take this out of the hands of the
Committee on Education? I would much rather see our
home missionaries get along with the present, a.p., material."
Rev. C. Greenfield. reporter fo r the Committee on Home
Mission: '''We propose that close contact be made with the
Committee on Education."
Rev. C. D. Vanderhill expressed agreement wi th the
remarks of Hev. D. E. Pekelder even though he is a member
of the Home Mission Board. He felt that the Board would
not be able to get out this material any sooner than the
Committee on Education.
Home Mission Secretary Marvin Baarman: "The intercst of the Board of Home Missions is not to invade the
territory of the Committee on Education but to supply a
pressing need. We just intend to fill in the gap. We intend to have various committees to supplement our work,
for example for art work. This work must be done soon ....
Rev. Jacob Haspel': i'our Advisory Committee on Education met last night and has a recommendation to authorize the Committee on Education to employ a part-time or
a full-time editor. I would urge Synod not to adopt thi s
motion."
PI·Of. Harold Dekker: "Last year we had an extensive
discussion on matters pertaining to the work of the synodical Committee on Education. This has a long history.
Here is a matter of great importance. Tcn years ago the
Committce envisioned such a Daily Vacation Bible School
course. The Committee already has authority to do this.
I fail to sec how the Home Mission Board can accomplish
this task. Where is this found in its mandate? The key to
this work is pedagogy. If we decide this we are taking a
step backward."
Rev. H. Venema: "1 should like to emphasize the fact
that we do have something to meet this need: the gujdes of
the Reformed Bible Institute and of the Orthodox Pres·
byterian Ch urch. Our Canadian churches usc these with
great success. I fail to see why we should load down the
and let them
Home Mission Board with this re~ponsiblty
come out with an inferior product."
The proposal to assign this task to the llome MissiOIl
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of the synodical Committee on Education.

CLOSER RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
ORTHODOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The report on this matter mentioned "the decisions
of the Synod of 1944 with respect to our ecumenical responsibilities." Since the word "ecumenical'" and "ccumenicity" are used often in our day and are not understood by
aU, we mention the definition given in Funk and Wagnalls
dictionary, as follows: "Ecumenical: pertaining to or claiming to pertain to the Churches of the whole world."
Ecumcnicity is defined as "the qualily of being ecumenical"
which means therefore: the quality of pertaining to or
claiming to pertain to the Churches of the whole world.
In regard to the decisions of the Synod of 1944, and the
matter of seeking closer contact with the a.p.c., the report
of the Study Committee on Closer Relationship with thc
Orthodox: Presbyterian Cburch offered the following ex:planation:
"Our committee has met four times since the Synod of
1960. One of these meetings was a joint scssion held with
members of a similar committee from the Orthodox Prcsbyterian Church. We are not yet able to propose a worl-ing
basis upon which the organic union of the two denominations might be discussed, b ut we do fecI that we have made
significant progress this year in laying the groundwork for
the actual development of such a basis. The problems to
be discussed and solved in uniting the two denominations
are many and great. This year we have entered into a
careful discussion of the biblical basis for the necessity of
sceking ecclesiastical union, into an analysis of the similarities and diHerences of the C.RC. and the O.P.C., and have
attempted to relate all of lhis to Our mandate. We will
continue to work with the members of the O.P.C. committee on a possible basis for union for presentation to our
respective denominations in due time.
""Ve deem it likely, however, that the mind of the
church in general is not fully aware of all that our ecumenical responsibilities entail. It does seem thnt a p rogram of
education and d iscussion is in order ... The cultivation of
understanding in the area of ecumenical responsibility and
p rivilege is nece&.:ary, we fecI, for the intelligent discussion of any concrete proposals that this committce may be
able to bring to the attention of synod at a later date. With
a view toward increasing our ecumenical sensitivity among
the churches this committee has addressed correspondence
to the Synodical Committee on Ecumenicity and Correspondence with Other Churches with reference to the possibility of the Christian Reformed Church caUing an ecumcnical conference or confercnces i n connection with the
Reformed Ecumenical Synod of 1963."
Further, the Study Commitlee made two recommendations to Synod. The first was as follows:
"That Synot! remind the churches of tile decisions 0/
the Synod of 1914 with respect to Our ecumenical resJJonTORCH and TRUMPET, July-August, 1961
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helpful in OUr presmi day ecumrnicol CQncersatWns; (2)
)10$1 of our clergy and many oj our laymembers, hadng
entered the ministry, or the church, since 19-1-1, are probably
unacquaillted tdth these principles of eCllmenicity to which
the Christian Reformed Church has committed itself."
This first recommendation of the Study Committee was
presented by the Advisory Committee of Synod for approval
and was adopted. When we read it and perused the decisions of 1944 on ecumenicity we felt inclined to make some
comments on them, or at least to acquaint our readers with
them; but we rcfrained from doing so because our Editorial
Committee is making plans for publishing a series of
articles on the subject of Ecumenism and the World Council of Christian Churches. In these articles the decisions of
1944 will undoubtedly be referred to and discussed.
The second and third recommendations were also
adopted and read as follows :
(2) That Synod advise the Classes to exchange fraternal
delegates with the Orthodox Presbyterian Church on tlte
classical (presbytenJ) level wherever this is possible.
(3) Tluzt Synod urge the committee to expedite the
decision of the Synod of 1959 . . . to seek an equitable
pll(Incial arrangement whereby the doctrinal stam/areis of
both churches ma!J be circulated without waiting for the
fill(d revisions of our OW'l creed.

1
I

ceded by a section on the background of the issue and this
included an "Analysis of the Study Committee Report,"
which read as follows;
"a. It should be observed that the study committee proceeds on the basis of two truths which are our common
conviction; lhat aU Sclipture is inspired and that all Scripture is infallible. The Conclusions of the Fourth Ecumenical Synod of 1958 express the starting point of this report:
'.. _ . the human authors of Scripture were moved by the
Holy Spirit so as to insure that what they wrote communicatcd infallibly Cod's self-revelation..... The considerations that Scriptw'e pervasively witnesses to its own Godbreathed origin and character and that as redemptive revelation it is necessarily characterized by the divinity which
belongs to redemption are the explanation of the sustained
faith of the historic Christian church that Scripture in its
whole extent and in all its parts is the infallible and inerrant Word of God' (Agenda, 1961, p. 124).
"b. The Study Committee bas indeed pcrformed a
significant service in its address to the mandate given by
the synod of 1959. This voluminous report constitutes a
serious study of the relationship between inspiration and
infallibility in the light of Scripture and lhe Creeds. While
the report should be considered in its totality, and isolated
statements must be viewed in their wider context, we draw
attention to the following: 'Divine inspiration establishes
Scripture as au infallible rule and sufficient canon for all
of Christian faith and life by securing it against falsificaTHE INFALLIBILITY OF SCRIPTURE
tion, error, and deceit' ( Agenda, 1961, p. 185 ). Such a
We preface our rcport on this important mattcr on statement, based upon an intcnsive study of Scripture and
Synod's Agenda - doubtless, the most important of all creedal utterances, constitutes a clear testimony to the inwith a few remarks. First, our synopsis of the debate is fallibility of Scripture.
quite brief. We did not hear all that was said. The P.A.
"c. The study committee also addressed itself to the
system at Synod is by no means first class. Some of the mi- 'pcriphery question.' While it did not feel it to be in its
crophones were not working. Besides, not all the recommen- province to adjudicate the charge against Dr. Kromminga,
dations were clear; the result was lack of clarity in the dis- it did confer with him, and the report reflects these intercussion. The Prcsiding officer, though indefatigable and views. The study committee has considered the usc of the
alert, as always, was in a hurry, apparently to see the ses· word 'periphery.' After observing that it has been employed
sions finished by the end of the week, and at times curt in the Reformed theological tradition, it goes on to say that
toward some speakers. We cannot say we enjoyed this the word may be used to describe 'incidenta l and circumdiscussion as we did some others. Not all who spoke on stantial data which have no independent revelational signifthe issue are quoted here, and our quotations are very brief icauce, but are dependent for their revelational significance
for thc reasons already mentioned.
upon the relationship they sustain to the central intent and
The Advisory Committee, h eaded by Rev. A. A. Koning purpose of a giveu passage'" (Agenda, 1961, p. 163).
and reporting through Rev. Bernard E. Pekelder, had a
Then came the first recommendation;
good report but in drafting it was handicapped by a proce"A. That Synod declare, as the study committee in.dural but serious error made at the synod of 1959 with
dicatesin
the fulfillment of its mandate, tllat both Scripture
respect to the protest which had been presented by Dr.
and
the
Creeds
establish an essential relationship between
Martin vYyngaarden against a document by the Seminary
inspiration
aud
infallibility, in which ale infallibility of
President Dr. J. Kromminga, which in tum influenced the
Scriptu/'e
is
inferred
from inspiration, and inspiration serecommendation of lhe Study Committee on this point. The
nature of that error was brought out by some of the cures ale infallibility of all Scripture.
"Note: Although a due appreciation of this fact requires
speakers and will become clear, we hope, from our report.
The Advisory Committee was h appy in being able to a complete study of the elltire "cport, tile following quotapresent a unanimous report. The entire report was first tiollS may illustrate the abooe:
"1. 'Initially wc may say that infallibility as nn inference
rend and then Synod took up the discussion of the various
drawn
from inspiration is to be ascribed to Scripture only
recommendations. But these recommendations were p reTORCH and TRUMPET, July-August, 1961
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accord ""ith the e:\"1:ent, nature, and purpose of inspiration' (Agenda, 1961, p. 151 ) .
"2. 'Divine inspiration establishes Scripture as an infallible rule and sufficient canon for all of Christian faith
and life by securing it against falsification, error, and deceit'
(Agenda, 1961, p. 185) .
"3. <An examination of the Church's interpretation of
the Belgic Confession as weII as of the principles which it
has enunciated forces us to tho conclusion that the approach
of the Church to the trustworthincss of the Scripture is , ..
to give testimony to the faith of Ule Church, on the basis
of the demands of Scripture, to its own authority and trustworthiness"· (Agenda, 1961, p. 187).
Dr, Paul C. Schrotenboer, one of the authors of the
Study Committee report, stated he had no objection against
this point (A) but he wondered whether it was meant to
be a summary of their report. "Does Synod restrict itself
to one declaration?" Apparently he felt, if we may interpret
his words, that if Synod wished to swnmarize their report,
that summary was not complete.
Reporter B. Pekelder replied that ...the Advisory Committee fcIt that it was necessary to draw somo attention to
the report. They could not summarize it in its entirety. So
they asked thcmselves: What is the thrust of this report?
Our judgment on this was concurred in b y members of the
Study Committee. There is much more in the report; but ·
I feel we can declare this."
POINT A WAS ADOPTED.
Recommendation B. read:
"That Synod commetld this study committee report to
the church. Grounds.- 1) This report will serve to remove
misunderstandings that have arisen; 2) Th is report is a
framework for further study of the relationship between
inspiration and infallibility."
Editorial note: The Study Committee itself, in its report,
had mexely .<Iuggested that Synod should "submit this study
report to the Church as a guide (to form rather than to
bind the mind of the Church) in understanding the concept
of Scriptural infallibility." Apparently the Advisory Committee felt something more positive was necessary. It advised that Synod should "c/}mmernf' the report to the
churches. Funk and W agnalls gives the followin g d efinition; I. 1. To express a favorable opinion of; approve in
terms; praise. 2. To present favorably, to recommend (a
person ). 3. To commit with confidence. II, [rare ] To express approval.
Synod did not intend to approve every statement in this
voluminous report and to bind the church to all it contains.
It seldom if ever does that with a study report. But the
word "commend" does imply that Synod was pleased with
this report and had no objections to its conclusions. The
fact that the entire Study Committee signed this report
should be cause for joy and assure our people that the
Church as a whole is Dot ready to abandon or qualify the
doctrine of Scriptural inspiration and infallibility as taught
in our Creeds and defended by our recognized theologians.

in
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This recommendation (to commend, etc.) was adopted.
1';0 one objected to it.
Point C. of the Advisory Committee report:
"That Synod declare that Dr. M. Wyngaarden's charge
('that President Kromminga makes an unwarranted distinction beh veen this so-called periphery and that which does
not belong to this periphery' and that this view is inconsonant with the ereeds) is unsubstantiated.
"Grounds:
"1. Dr. Kromminga has removed an ambiguity in the
presentation of his view by stating that his view was in no
way intended as a limitation of the extent of the infallibility
of Scripture. His use of the word <periphery' rather reflected
on possible interpretations or applications of the data of
Scripture in isolation from their ne<..'CSsary Scriptural context.
"2. The Study Committee in its report indicates that it
is possible to make such a distinction which is not inconsonant with the creeds. " . . . there are in Scripture in·
cidental and circumstantial data which have no independent
revelational significance but are dependent for their revelational Significance upon the relationship they sustain to the
central intent and purpose of a given passage: When
viewed in this light, the term <periphery' must be judged
not inconsonant with creedal teachings on infallibility:'
Discussion:
Dr. Wyngaarden disagreed, stating that Dr. Kromminga
in his letter at the Synod of 1959 had used the term
"'periphcry" in his defense of the publication of the article
by Seminarian Hoogland in Stromata and the use of that
term in that paper. The Speaker quoted from that article,
He was interrupted by the chair. The Speaker then quoted
from the same article a statement to the eHect that a
proper view of inspiration might change our attitude toward Higher Criticism. He wanted to know what the Advisory Committee thought of those items.
(Note: The word peripheral means literally: the outer
surface. As used here it means: small, incidental.)
Reportcr Pekelder rcplicd that in his opinion the judgment of the Advisory Committee would be that trying to
place such items under the term "periphery" cannot be vindicated.
Rev. H. N. ErHmeyer stated the important Q.uestion was
whether the so-called peripheral matters in Scripture d.re
as infallibly inspired as the rest of Scripture. He felt Synod
should be asked to state this.
Reporter Pckelder answered that already ill 1959 Synod
had said that the Scripture in aU its extent is the inspired
and infallible Word of God.
Dr. It Kooistra stated he favored a somewhat different
formulation of point C. He would have favored a more
historica l approach. Dr. Kromminga had spoken about the
periphery in a slightly different way than we are used to.
Spea ker refers to Dr. Bavinck's use of the term. 111C
periphery, as handled by Kromminga, concerns a different
aspect of the matter. "I would prefer that we think of
this as a sort of innovation. And that we then say that
Kromminga has removed an ambiguity and that his use
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:he ter::::l is !lXK1!' Ot less a:J :u::ader::ic ·m-er. TIut 'A"Ou!d
~
more historical and would be more understandable for
~
churches."
Dr. ~l.
H. Woudstra urged th:'It S~lod
should try to
s:et down to the heart of the matter. He referred to the
tenD "periphery" as it was used in the Hoogland article.
He said Synod was getting very far removed from the con(ext in which the statement was made originally. The
charge of Dr. Wyogaarden was not against the term
-periphery" but against a certain kind uf periphery in
which one could find an error or contradiction. The matter
is not in dispute that this was attempted in the letter of
Dr. Kromminga. '1 fear we are now obscuring the real
issue. I share the difficulty of Rev. C. R. Veenstra" (who
had previously inquired about what was meant in the adv.
comm. report by the words that Dr. Kromminga's use of
the term periphery reflected on "possible interpretations or
applications of the data of Scripture in isolation from tlleir
necessanJ Scriptural context"). At this point the Speaker
was interrupted by the Chairman of Synod. He then continued and stressed the point that even the higher critics
could subscribe to the statement about "possible interpretations or applications of the data of Scripture in isolation
fro m their necessary Scriptural context." Speaker: "What
does the believer answer when the unbeliever raises objections against such peripheral matters?"
Reporter Pekelder stated that his committee faced the
q uestion, What is lUlderstood b y peripheral matters? What
is meant by the statement of Kromminga that his use of the
term periphery is not intended to refer "to this or that
word" in Scripture but rather to "some aspect of the content
of the words which is not germane to the Spirit's purpose"?
The Speaker then sought to elucidate this by referring to
the "two pence" in the parable of the Good Samaritan.
Does this have independent revelatiooal significance? This
is peripheral. As to the remarks of Dr. Kooistra, there was
some appreciation in the Committee for the historical approach. But the Committee felt that there was a spccific
charge which had to be adjudicated.
Rev. H. N. Erlfmeyer stated he would still find ambiguity in what would remain if the disputed statement were
removed. "Before 1 can vote illtelligently I will have to
know whether peripheral matters are inspired to the same
degree as the rest of Scripture."
Reporter Pekelder: "We can address D r. Kromminga
and ask whether he believes this or not."
Dr. Kromminga: "I make no q ualification as to the degree or extent of infallibility."
Rev. Harry Van Dyken stated he felt keenly all along
for the approach of going back to the matter in its complete context. (By this he meant, we take it, that Synod
should judge in the ligh t of the article by Seminarian Hoogland and Dr. Kronuninga's defense of permitting the publication of that article - K. ). "According to the Synod of
1959 we don't have to limit ourselves to what Prof. Kromminga meant. That is only a part of our inheritance of
the Synod of 1959." (We interpreted tillS to mean that
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Synod wants to kno,"\." in what sense, if at all, we can speak
of peripheral matters in Scripture, apart from what Prof.
Kromminga meant by the tenn - K. )
Dr. Wyngaarden: "T he answer of the Reporter to Rev.
Veenstra and Dr. Woudstra is not to the point. The article
of Mr. Hoogland contained nothing about the two pence of
the parable. Rather, are there mistakes in Scripture and
should we take a diHerent attitude toward higher criticism?"
Dr. David Holwerda: "We are not dealing directly with
the article of Hoogland. We are judging what Dr. Kromminga wrote about Hoogland's article."
Vice-President Persenaire: ''Is the interpretation permissible that these peripheral matters contain errors or mistakes
and are not infallible? That is the question. I have no
objection against calling the 'two pence' in the parable
peripheral."
Reporter Pekelder: "Regarding the question whether the
'peripheral matters' are fallible, that was completely adjudicated in 1959. Dr. Kromminga said then that he believed that all of Scripture in aU its parts is inspired and
infallible. Hence that question no longer enters in."
Dr. M. Woudstra: "I certainly grant that the illustration
which the Reporter gave [two pence - Ed.] is good. I do
feel, however, that his particular illustration is quite alien
to the mattcr. I am interested in a sound formul ation that
I cannot only present to our people but which also makes
sense to the scholar." (At this point the Speaker was again
interrupted by the chairman.) "We want to make no statement as theologians or as a Church which unbelievers can
also employ. . . There is a large context to this debate
which is not limited to the Christian Reformed Church."
(Apparently the Speaker had in mind the second sentence
of grolUld 1 of recommendation C by whieh all seemed to
be puzzled. This sentence was eliminated later on from
this ground. ...4 K.)
Rev. Clarence Vos: "My observation is that we are now
getting into the problem in an academic way. We should
stay by the charge and the matter to be adjudicated."
Rev. B. Nederlof: "A 'possible' interpretation is not always a valid interpretation. Could we have some light on
this?"
Reporter: "This is about the fourth or fifth formulation
we made in our Committee. 1 don't feel the deletion of this
sentence could affect our recommendation at all. I feel it's
rather unfortunate that a fonnulation we made at 11:30
last rught becomes the basis for a discussion.
Dr. Schrotenbocr (representing the Study Com mittee):
"'I believe that it would be a great improvement to delete
this second sentence. The Synod of 1959 said what periphery does not mean. It would be well for the Synod of 1961
to say what it should mean. There is an implied contradiction bet\veen grolUld onc and !,'TOUlld two."
At this juncture it was time for lunch and Synod recessed .
nifleiel'n

cuter recess Rev. H. :\.. \-enema of Toronto called attention to a recommendation \\'hich he alone, as member of
the Advisory Committee on Infallibility, felt constrain ed to
present to Synod. It read as follows;
"The undersigned, member of the advisory committee
on Infallibility, while in agreement with the recommenda·
tion submitted by this committee, recommends: That, in
view of the possible ambiguity in the use of the term
'periphery' (lwwever intended), Synod finally commend to
the Church the approach of childlike, humble faith in
regard to the infallibility of Scripture."
Rev. H. Venema; "As member of the Advisory Commit·
tee I'd like to make a clarification. We are faced with this
problem. We want to be fair to Dr. Wyngaarden and Dr.
Kromminga. The probability is that the Synod of 1959 did
not entirely stay with the document of Dr. Kromrninga on
which the protest of Dr. Wyngaarden was based. We as a
Committee were faced with the question: Should we follow
the sequence of the Synod of 1959 [which judged Dr.
Kromminga by his later explanations at the Advisory Committee rather than by the contents of his letter to which
Dr. Wyngaarden objected - Ed.] or let him explain his
approach.
"Now I request, on the basis of the rules which we just
adopted regarding emeriti professors [that they may speak
at the request of the chairman or of a member( s) of Synod
-Ed .] that Prof. R. B. Kuiper give his view."
President Haverkamp: "On the basis of the rule I mu.~t
deny yom request. I can honor it only if you have a specific
request."
Rev. H. A. Venema: "I had in mind only the matter of
the procedure which we followed. I should like to have
him reRect on the clarification which I offered:'
The President then asked Prof, R B. Kuiper: «Do you
think that this procedure is correct?"
Prof_ R. B. Kuiper: "There was a protest before the
Synod of 1959 b y Dr. Wyngaarden on the subject of infallibility. Instead of considering that protest as such th~
Advisory Committee in that matter questioned Dr. Kromminga. Then Dr. Kromminga altered some of his statements
and Synod, instead of dealing with his original statement,
proceeded to deal with the matter on the basis of the
alta'ed statements by Dr. Kromminga. The fact is that Dr.
Wyngaarden was right in his protest and Dr. Krommuiga's
original statement was in error. I don't think the Synod of
1961 should repeat an error made by the Synod of 1959."
Dr. R. Kooistra; "I am very glad with what has been
done b y the Committee - that they have simplified point 1
under C. But I still have some difficulty with point 2. [See
above - Ed.] It is still somewhat cumbersome. I'd like to
amend it somewhat. We must remember that this is a
technical way of speaking. I'd like to move that we read
in the place of the second ground the following." (The
Speaker then read his motion. See below - Ed.)
Some remonstrated at this juncture agaimt amending
b y substitution, which is contrary to Synod's rules, and Rev.
Tymen Hofman warned. against hasty formulation.
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point ;"J
To conform to the rules !t \\,-as decided to tab~e
This cleared the way for Dr. 1:ooistra's substitution fo
point 2. It read; "The Synod does not have to give its judg
ment on the legitimacy of Dr. Kromminga's academic view
on the term 'periphery' but declares that it is content b)
taking note of the fact that Dr. Kromminga removed a
ambiguity and reaffirmed his Reformed conviction witl
regard to the infallibility of Scripture."
The chairman at once asked for a vote on this motioll
It carried. There had been no opportunity for discussion
But before Synod had finished voting Rev. H . Van Dyke
had risen to ask for the .Boor. The chainnan pennitted. .
to speak.
Rev. H. Van Dyken: "This ground, as we now have i
before us, is in conflict with all the preceding adjudication
This says in effect that this is an academic matter. This i.
not properly before us_"
President Haverkamp: '1 will ask for a show of hand.
whether you want to reconsider,'"
Rev. J. Fondse (addressing the President): '10 sam
matters you hardly give the delegates a chance to speak."
Rev. B. Nederlof; "On this motion to reconsider, th
formulation of Dr. R. Kooistra needs a lot of rephrasing.
Synod decided to reconsider.
Reporter PekeIder : "We avoid the mandate given us b
the Synod of 1959 if we accept the amendment of Dr
Kooistra. If we adopt our recommendation by saying tha
the charge is unsubstantiated, then we have adjudicate
the matter."
Rev. A. Persenaire; 'Td like to delete from Dr. Kooistra'
proposal the first part [see above-Ed.]' Then we woul
retain this; 'Dr. Kromminga has reaffirmed his Reforme
conviction with regard to the infallibility of Scripture: W
could add perhaps; 'and Synod has accepted this'."
Rev. W. Ackerman; "We are on dangerous ground wi
this business of trying to fonnulate these matters right her
at Synod."
Rev. N. B. Knoppers: "Isn't it best for Dr. Kooistra t
consult with the Advisory Committee?"
President Haverkamp: ''Dr. Kooistra has had plenty
opportunity for that. He could have seen them at the noo
hour."
Dr. Ralph Stob: '1 think that this new motion shoul
not pass. That deliverance on academic views has suc
wide possibilities. We should not accept anything like tha
Any momentary suggestion made here is extremely hazar
ous. Shouldn't we all have a typewritten copy of this m
tion in front of us?"
Dr. Kooistra's motion, to take the place of the fir
grollnd under point C, was voted on. There was only on
vote in its favor.
The first ground was altered olld the obscure secon
sentence was elimillOted,
It reads as follows; "Dr. Kromminga has removed a
ambiguity in the presentation of his view by stating th
his use of the word 'periphery' was in nQ way intended
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S!,nOO. DOW addressed its.e~
to the second ground for
point C ( see abo' ·e .
Re\". H. \·an Dyken : ·'1 am afraid that if we follow this
procedure we are doing a disservice. \ Ve are not addressing
ourseh-es directly to what Prof. Kromminga wrote but to
what he said afterwards to the Advisory Committee. We
must deal with these matters in their actual context. Then
we do justice to all parties concerned."
Vice-president Persenaire: "1 believe we should not have
this second ground as it is. I feel very much for what Rev.
H aspel' has said. In reply to Rev. Van Dyken, the Study
Committee has considered the matter whether Dr. Kromminga could use the term the way he used it. I am not
ready to accept the statement which the Advisory Committee uses here, for example: '... there are in the Scriptures incidental and circumstantial data which have no independent revelational significance but are dependent for
their revelational significance upon the relationship they
sustain to the central intent and purpose of a given passage:
You can go any way with this. We don't need that statement. This ought to be recommitted to the committee and
they should come with a reformulation."
Dr. Oren Holtrop: "I like what the Committee has here.
This gives some meat to it. It has some meaning. Does
anybody question that? 1 think the Advisory Committee
has done very well:'
Rev. Tymen Hofman: '''I'm not in favor of recommittal.
I don't believe we are accepting these statements [quotations from the Study Committee Report-Ed.] ourselves.
We simply say: the Study Committee has stated this. We
don't accept it or reject it."
Reporter Pekelder: "The recommendation is that the
charge is unsubstantiated. Ground No.2 simply indicates
that the Study Committee says it is legitimate. Synod is not
adop ting these statements. It is simply saying: this charge
is unsubstantiated."
It was decided not to recommit this ground to the ArlvisorlJ Committee.
Dr. Fred Klooster: "As one considers the recommendation with its two grounds one has to ask himself: Does this
particular recommendation re.'1l1y deal with the objective
of the protest of Dr. Wyngaarden? It was indicated in the
discussion this morning that the last sentence of ground 1
is in conflict as a definition of 'periphery' with ground 2.
My problem is: In 1959, as tJ1e Acts indicate, Dr. Kromminga gave to Synod a certain definition of the term
'periphery'; namely, 'some aspect of the content of the words
which is not gennane to the Spirit's purpose: I am happy
with Dr. Kromminga's endorsement of point 2. Were he
to remove from the record 11is definition of 1959, then we
could accept his avowal in point 2. The question is not
whether we may distinguish between the periphery and
the center, but whether it is consistent that one allows for
error or inaccuracy. 'l1lat is not recognized in the Committee report."
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Jr.e S:t>d:l Commmee in ~:s report indicates that it is
possible to make such a distinction which is not inconsonant
with the creeds ..... there are in the Scriptures incidental
and circumstantial data wl1ich have no independent revelational significance, but are dependent for their revelational
significance upon the relationship they sustain to the central
intent and purpose of a given passage. When viewed in this
light, the tenn 'periphenj must be judged not inconsonant
with creedal teachings on infallibilit1J: Dr. Kromminga as·
sured the Committee t hat the above statement reflects his
view."
The vote seemed somewhat hesitant. It appeared to us
that some had abstained from voting, probably because of
the obscurity of part of this statement - Ed.
Point D. was also adopted without discussion. We quote:
"That Synod declare that 'the specific charge that President Kromminga committed himself in his policy as President to a "drastic reinterpretation" of Articles III to VII
of the Belgic Confession is UllS"bstantiated'."
Point E. concerned one of the members of the Study
Committee. We quote:
«That Synod inst'Tuct the Stated Clerk to send a fitting
letter to Dr. L. Praamsma, who suUered severe in;uries in
a car accident while serving on this committee, aOO who is
again confined to the hospital, assuring him of our prayers
for his complete recovery."
Synod thcn discussed the proposal of Rev. H. A. Venema (see above).
Rev. H. A. Venema: "This issue of infallibility did a lot to
disturb our Church and d id not help our Seminary as much
as it should. Synod spoke about the ambiguity in connec·
tion with the term 'peripbery: And now to put the mind
of the Church in a p roper focus I believe it would be very
felicitous for us to adopt this. We don't mention Prof.
Kromminga here. I believe we need this kind of thing. I
hope you back me up on it:'
Rev. Wilbur Van Dyk spoke against the proposal
though he said it was the kind that is hard to speak against.
Elder E. Duistermars: " J believe this would serve as a
salve and would heal."
Dr. H. Kooistra: "This recommendation is made in view
of the alarm among the ordinary members of our church.
In that Wily I can appreciate it. And it will be a reminder
for liS all to approach such matters in a childlike faith. I
can understand this recommendation:'
Rev. H . A. Venema: "It ought to become perfectly obvious to our people that our Chmch and our Synod is
zealous for clear doctrinal statements. Do we think that
this is too much, considering the misunderstandings that
have been revealed, for example, in our church papers, not
only on the part of our people but also on the part of some
of our ministers?"
Dr. J. Kromminga: 'Til not take Synod's time now to
say how happy I am and appreciative of the decisions in my
case. I appreciate also what Rev. Venema has stated. I
want to work precisely in that direction. I do believe, howtwenty-one

that there b a misunderstanding in the opening words.
rd like to say that my use of the term 'periphery' Deyer
appeared in any public document - only in a document
to the Board of Trustees. I am heartily in favor of this
statement b ut want to see the word 'periphery' omitted."
Reporter B. Pekelder: "We never had the recomnda~
tion of Rev. Venema at our Committec. But if you want to
recommit this we'll be glad:'
Rev. T. Heyboer: "While the intent of the motion is
good, I don't think we can adopt it in the form we have
here."
Rev. R. Evenhuis: "Some one mcntioned the word
'alarm.' I find that our people have become mightily in~
teres ted in the infallibility of Scripture."
Synod decided to recommit the motion of Rev. H. A.
Venema. Later the matter was again broached and Synod
adopted the eoDowing formulation:
"Synod affirms the faith of the Church in the infallibility
of Scripture and urges upon the Church the approach of
humble faith in the Word of God."
e"\"E"f.

A REQUEST TO RECONSIDER THE DECISION
OF 1959 REGARDING INFALLIBILITY
This request came to Synod in the form of an overture
from Classis Alberta South on the subject of Infallibility;
namely, to request Synod to reconsider the decision of 1959
that "it is inconsonant with the Creeds to declare or suggest that there is an area in Scripture in which it is allowable to posit the possibility of actual historical inaccuracies,"
The Advisory Committee recommended that Synod
should not accede to the request for reconsideration. Two
grounds were adduccd.
Discussion:
Rev. H. N. ErHmeyer: "The Committee should have
had just one ground: That the rules of Synod make such a
reconsideration out of order." (Note: According to the
"Rules for Synodical Procedure," motions to reconsider or
rescind a decision can be made only at the same Synod
where the decision was made. To this is added: "A succeeding Synod may alter the stand of a previous Synod; it
may reach a conclusion which is at variance with a conclusion reached by an earlier Synod. In such cases the
most recent decision invalidates all previous decisions in
conflict with it." - Ed.)
President Haverkamp: , could not have ruled it out of
order."
Rev. H. N. ErHmeyer: "You can declare it out of order
as being contrary to synodical procedure."
Rev. T. Hofman: ""We can't offer much objection to
that. It is in the rule book. But we could learn something
from the grounds given here."
Reporter Pekelder: "We knC\'V they were out of order
but we thought we could instruct them in spite of it."
Th e overture was declared out of order.
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-lita all the matters pertaining to the Infallibility question had been disposed of, Synod decided to continue Dr.
J. H. Kromminga as President of the Seminary for one year.

REV.

J. STEK

Synod gratefully received a communication from Rev.
year's lectur~
ship in Old Testament at our Seminary.

J. Stek that he accepted the appointment to a

THE LOS ANGELES CASE
In 1960 Synod considered a complaint from Mr. W. I.
Buiten of the L. A. church that the consistory had refused
to obey the instruction of Classis to lift his censure after
he had withdrawn two of his charges against the minister
and the consistory of neglect of their official duties. Synod
decided that the censure should be lifted summarily and, in
view of the gravity of the situation, appointed a committee
to go to California, visit the Consistory and the Classis,
and insist on the execution of its decisions. After returning
from its mission the Committee sent in a lengthy report
to Synod recommending drastic measures. The contents of
this report have not been made public. The consistory sent
a document to Synod, also of great length, protesting the
decisions of the Synod of 1960 and the actions of the Synodical committee. The contents of this protest also remain
confidential, except of course for the members and advisers
of Synod.
All the actions taken by Synod in this matter were taken
in executive session but will soon appear in the Acts of
Synod and arc already partiaUy known through the report
on Synod in 1'he Banner.
In general the 1961 decisions are as fol1ows (stated
brie8y) :
Synod rejects the appeal of the Los Angeles Consistory
to declare that Synod of 1960 took unwarranted action in
sustaining a protest and in ordering the consistory to lift
censure summarily.
Though the report of the Study Committee shows that
the Los Angeles Consistory and the Pastor were remiss in
some important respects, Synod decides not at the present
time to take steps leading to the suspension or deposition
of the Pastor of the Los Angeles congregation in the hope
that the ConSistory and the Pastor will profit by the exof
perience and impro,-e in their service for the we l~b eing
the Los Angeles church.
H ere is a summary of a fina l decision: TIle President
and the Vice President of the Synod of 1961 were appointed
as a committee in loco to counsel Classis California and the
Los Angeles Consistory in the problems that are still unresolved . Classis CalifOrnia is instructed to give necessary
admonition and counsel to the :\[ioister and Consistory of
the Los Angeles congregation, in Christian love, in
order that our Church may have the assured confidence that
this congregation is distnc
\ 'el~·
Reformed in its practices_
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raE BLUFITON OVERTURE
The conlli-rory of the church of Bluffton, :\Iuskegon, sent
in an overture to Synod expressing its concern over an
article by one of our ministers which appeared in the April

issue of the Reformed Journal entitled "Recovering a Lost
Historical Revelation ." The consistory had first communicated with the minister concerned but was not satisfied
~ith
his explanation. Accordingly the consistory requested
Synod to ask the brother (according to the provision made
in the Form of Subscription) for a «further explanation of
his sentiments concerning biblical infallibility."
Synod declared that since the statements concerned
gave rise to serious questions, the consistory of the minister concerned is instructed to consider as soon as possible
the questions raised by the Bluffton overture.
vVe are not mentioning the name of the minister and
the consistory concerned because this case has not yet become a matter of public knowledge. The Synod also ap-pointed three ministers, synodical examiners nearest to the
Classis concerned, to assist the Consistory in this matter
\\ith the help of that Classis.

THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE OF
NORTIlERN NIGERIA
We refer our readers to our church papers for Synod's
decisions regarding our Indian and Foreign mission fields.
In this report we confine ourselves to what Synod decided
regarding the controversial TCNN (Theological College of
;\orthern Nigeria) which is a union seminary where men
of non-Reformed faiths as well as Dr. Harry Boer of our
Church are teaching.
The Synod of 1960 instructed the Foreign Mission Board
"to meet in special session as soon as possible in regard to
the interpretation of the Significance and purpose of the
two-year pre-seminary course at Lupwe as related to
TCNN." That special board meeting was held on September 8 of last year. The following decisions were made as
altered and, in our opinion, improved by Synod:
"1. Synod takes note that Nigerian General Conference
expresses its wholehearted commitment to the Reformed
fai th. We appreciate this expression and assure the Conference of our confidence in them in this matter.
"2. Synod takes note that Nigerian Ceneral Conference
indicates that all its training on the vernacular level and
in the pre-seminary classes is wholly in line with our Reformed faith and practice. For this we express our appreciation and indicate our confidence.
"Note: In regard to the Pastors' Training School, Synod
is informed that 19 men have already graduated and bcen
ordained, and 14 men are now in pastor's training in the Tiv
and H ausa languages. This makes a total of 33 men who
have been or are being trained in this school by our own
missionaries. In addition 3 men are now being trained at
TCNN.
"3. The special goal of Synod, that a Reformed semTORCH and TRUMPET, July-August, 1961

ma... .· be established, shall be kept in ,·iew and held before
the churches in :\igeria as the desired objective; but the
autonomy of the national churches shall be respectfully recognized in this matter.
"Note : This is as indicated by the 1959 Synod, Acts,
Art. lIS,S: 'Synod instruct the Christian Reformed Board
of Missions and the Nigerian Ceneral Conference to maintain and develop the Reformed Pastors' Training Program
in Nigeria with a view to hopefully establishing a Heformed
Theological Seminary:
"4. Thc TCNN shall be recognizcd by OUI Board and
Nigerian General Conference as serving the present interests of the churches of Northern Nigeria for advanced
theological training, in the absence of a Reformed. Theological Seminary.
"Synod instructs the Board to remind the Missionaries
of Synod's concern with respect to the dangers of a union
seminary.
"'5, We continue OUI participation in TCNN as defined
by Synod, as long as the door remains open for Reformed
teaching.
"This is in line with the following decisions of Synod:
"a. 'The Christian Reformed Church partiCipate in
TCNN only to the extent of loaning Dr. H. Boer as teacher
of Heformed theology in the TCNN (1959 Acts, p. 46).
"b. 'The decision of 1958 (Acts, p. 60, 3) clearly states
that such aid to the nativc church does not involve us in
participation in the TCNN ( 1960 Acts, art. 141, page 81).
"c. 'Such support is givcn to the students personally and
is not to be construed as our participation in the schools
involved (1960 Acts, article 141, p. 81 r:'
We shall comment 011 this and some other decisions of
Synod in our September issue.
Lack of space even in this 32-page issue prevents us
from presenting a complete report of Synod's activities and
its discussions in open sessions.
H.J.K.
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EDITORIALS
SOM E THOUGHTS ABOUT

THE SYNODICAL PRAYER SERVICE
by CHRISTIAN HU1SSEN

One of the highlights on our church calendar is the
annual prayer service for the Synod. It gives one a thrill
to meet the delegates from every section of the church in
the United States and Canada. p lus some foreign dignitarics.
Tho service is approached with high expectations; our
people arc urged to attend, and many do.
Having just attended this service again, this writer must
confess that he came away with mixed feelings. Docs this
service, as now conducted, answer to its real purpose?
Hardly. At least it would seem that there is room for
improvement. But before we pass along some critical reo
marks let us enumerate the good. This writer loves beautiful music. W e bad it. My appreciation for the message
delivered, the prayers offered, the grace and sincerity of
the speaker is second to none. Nevertheless, there are a
few points of criticism which, we hope, will be received
as graciously as they arc givcn.
First, why does this service have to start at 7 :45, while
most other church meetings in Grand Rapids start at 8:00
P. M.P Many do not figure with the time announcement.
Consequently the meeting does not start on time and many
come late. 'flle beginning is disorderly.
Second, as stated above, I Jove beautiful music, and we
had it. But the purpose of a meeting should determine its
character. I eame to attend a prayer service. Once in
church I hardly knew whether I was there to attend a
concert, hear a cantata, or listen to an organ recital. The
choir took up a full half hour of the service. Considering
that the night was hot and humid, that many of the delegates wom travel wcary, we felt that to be an unwarranted
imposition upon an unsuspecting audience. Synodical
prayer services should not make a special feature of choirsinging. Here, by the way, we are voicing a complaint
that has grown over the last few years. Anyway, on this
hot and humid night the "preliminaries" took exactly an
hour. The preacher started preaching at 8:45.
Third, is this a prayer service? The sermon preached
was excellent, as anyone will admit who will take the
trouble to read it. (See l'!te Banner.) But could not any
one of our ministers preach this kind of sermon in his own
church on the previous Sunday? Fact is this writer did.
Suggostions

First, the time of service should be eight o'clock. Let's
do away with the confusion and be.gin on time.
Next, in view of the tendency come to light the last few
years, I would say: eliminate all choirs. Strange that since
only a few years ago our church officially frowned on
choirs, in this service a choir should occupy a place of
such prominence. If we must have special music, a solo
by a competent singer should be enough. If there must be
t wenty-follr

a choir, one short anthem but no more should be permitted.
'fllen, too, let the minister in charge forget that he has
to preach a sennon. After the "preliminaries" let him give
a ten minute talk of a devotional nature, indicating the
glory, the solemnity of the occasion, and the gravity of the
responsibility of the delegates. Then take the Agendum
and single out, say, Educational Matters, present the highlights, the recommendations, etc. Then let one of the
delegates, previously appointed, present this matter in
prayer to the Lord and plead for his blessing upon it.
Similarly the reports on Missions. To be closed with prayer
by perhaps one of our mission directors, or some one else
previously appointed. So also we could take up Church
Order matters, God is a God of order and insists that all
things be done decently and in good order. Here again a
special prayer by someone previously appointed. Each of
these divisions could be interspersed with appropriate songs
by the audience. Then the service could be formally
closed. And it would not need to take two hours either.
These are a few suggestions. No doubt some have other
and better ideas. Let us make this service what it is meant
to be: a prayer service, instead of a sennoo on prayer with
a coneert thrown in for good measure.
DODGING ISSUES
by HENRY J. KUIPER

The thoughts contained in this and tlle following article
were suggested to us as we attended Synod to take notes
on the pro(.'Cdures and discussions. They are, at least in
part, the rcsult of observations which we have made over
the years as we attended synodical meetings.
In tllis brief article we have in mind the lengthy discussion on the question when ministers in special service
can retain their ministerial office. This is a moot question
which has engaged the attention of our Synods for a number of decades.
As we see it, this is clearly a question which our Synods.
not our Classes, should decide. The position of the Ad·
visory Committee that ill tIlis matter Synod must Jay down
genera l principles and Classes must take the application in
individual cases is beside the point. Everyone knows that
there is a difference of opinion among us whether ministers who sen'e as mission secretaries, church editors, principals and teachers of Bible in Christian schools, etc. should
retain their ministerial status. For one thing, in most
cases the ministers in positions just mentioned serve the
entire denomination. In aU slIch instances it would be
senseless to refer the matter to a classis for adjudicatioll_
Srnods only can decide whether they should retain their
ministerial status or be emeritated. The idea, by the wa y~
of emeritatioll in such cases, instead of mere release from
ordinary ministerial duties, is wholly forcign to our idea
TORCH and TRUMPET, J uly.August, 1961
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of superannuation Or incapacitation.
As to special positions which are not denominational, liS
fur example teaching Bible in a Christian school, we should
b3.\"e a policy which holds for the entire denomination.
There is neither rhyme nor reason in leaving this question
to our Classes. The result would very likely be that some
Classes would approve the retention of such a teacher"s
minislerial office while others would condemn and refuse
it. In too many matters we are already a house divided
against itself. We should not accentuate this lamentable
situation.
We do Dot say that we agree with the recommendations
of the Study Committee which took a broad view of special
ministerial work. These rcconunendations and underlying
argumentation possibly had certain Haws which should be
corrected . Perhaps a still more thorough study should have
been made of Scripture. We were rather amazed at the
statement of ODe of the delegates that exegesis of Scripture,
written 2000 years ago, could not settle this question. Conditions and needs in Lhe chw-ch have changed since the
:\ew Testament was written but its principles are change·
less .
I t seems to us that if Synod had good reason for not
adopting the recommendations of its Study Committee, it
should either have reappointed this Committee with the
mandate to make an even more thorough study of the
problem or it should have appointed another Conunittee
to add ress itself to the same problem.
OU f Synods have too often evaded making decisions on
questions which only they could settle when it appeared
that there was ro.'ll disagreement on what should be donc.
This is not at all strange considering the perplexing nature
of some problems, the immense program which synods have,
and the limited time at their disposal; but the only way
to make real progress is to keep on studying such problems
until a settled conviction is reached whidl satisfies the
majority of our leaders.
We take it that the question of ministers in special
service is still an issue among us - an important one to be
sure. 1£ Rev. H. Vander Jeam, the reporter of the Advisory
Committee mentioned above, or Hev. B. Nederlof, the chairman - two alert delegates to Synod, wish to present an
answer to this artiele. they are welcome to do so in our
columns.
FORGOTTEN MINISTERS
by HENRY J . KU IPER
Are therc forgotten ministers in the church, our Church?
We envisage two groups of ministers in our denomi
a~
tion to which that characterization applies.
First, we are thinking of a rather large number of retired
servants of God who are almost automatically excluded
from all denominational activity as soon as they are superannuated.
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for mt-mbership in Synodical boards and stud)" committees,
we notice that few retired ministers are ever nominated for
such a position. With a few exceptions all the ministers
who are proposed and approved as members of synodical
standing committees or study committees are mcn still in
active service.
There was a time when such a policy of omission was
justified perhaps; when aging ministers who were not incapacitated served their churches past the seventy year
mark and probably would not have cared to participate i.n
such type of work.
Today, however, the number of ministers who retire at
sixty-6ve or thereabouts is increasing rapidly. Many of
these men, when they retire, suddenly find themselves
bereft of every opportunity to serve the church even in
a limited capacity. They seldom preach, are not engaged
as ministerial assistants by any of our congregations. Yet
these men have much more time for serving the denomination than those who are still in active service. It is no
secret that many of the latter are over-burdened wit.'"t
synodical or classical assigllllenls. often at the expense of
their own congregations.
There is no element of personal complaint in our observation. Happily this writer has an abundance of religious
work and desires no more. But the Church should take note
of the fact that the trend in our commercial world today is
to recognizc the fact that many men past retirement age
can still make a worthwhile contribution to society and
that often their experience and their mature judgment
make them valuable assets to the community. How often
it happens that the church, instead of leading the way in
such matters, comcs way behind the wodd and is the last
to recognize in its policies changing circumstances and new
opportunities.
Brother ministers in active service, we appeal to you to
remember yOul" retired colleagues and usc them more frequently and widely in the service of the church!
00000

But there are also forgotten ministers among those who
are still in active service.
We are thinking of those able men, now serving a
church in an acceptable manner, who are almost never
acknowledged by congregations without a pastor.
We know of a number of men with more than ordinary
talent who arc doing excellent work in their present charge
but nevertheless belong to the "forgotten men" in the ranks
of our preachers.
It is passing strange that consistories which face the
difficult task of making a duo or trio from which the congregation must select a pastor so often pass by such ministers, as if b y common consent. They seem to assume that
just because the minister of a church has served it fm a
uumbel· of years wi thout receiving at least an occasional
call he should not be considered an acceptable nominee.
This assumption is folly, pure and simple.
If one asks how it is possible for an able minister to be
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pa.ssed h:-. .:.l:nost invarf.2bly by oominating consistories, the
answer is that such consistories too often imitate the exa.'Ylple of other churches instead of making due investigations and formin g an independent judgment.
:\s the number of our ministers increases rapidly, the
problem facing calling congregations becomes more and
more difficult. This makes it all the more necessary for
consistories concerned to seek reliable information from
their counsellors or from men with experience who have a
\,i de acquaintance with our ministerial ranks, and make a
determined effort to get on the track of these forgotten
preachers . They might fin d a jewel! And never mind what
adler consistories do!
HISTORY, PROPHECY AND GOD
by ROUSAS J. RUSHDOONY

Robert Rendall, in History, Prophecy and God, has ably
pin-pointed the dilemma of monistic and relativistic cultures: "Why repudiate evil if it be but part of ultimate
reality" ( p. 47)? The moment man accepts good and evil
as both equally ultimate aspects of reality, at that moment
moral paralysis sets into the body politic, in that man has
no ground for establishing the precedence of one over the
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other. _-\.od this is precisely Oill situation today. The growing moral impotence and indecisiveness of state is the inevitable outcome of the post-Darwinian levelling of reality,
and of Dewey's pragmatism. The Reformed witness, therefore, become!> all the more imperative as alone able to empower man to repudiate evil in terms of confidence in a
sovereign God and His eternal decree. It is noteworthy
that, in the face of the contemporary moral paralysis, some
thinkers are looking into the Christian heritage of the
United States. The Christian History of the Constitution,
Vol. I, by V. M. Hall and J. A. Montgomery, with an introduction by Felix Morley (The American Christian Constitution Press, 210 Post Street, San Francisco, 1960), a
volume deserving of inclusion in Christian school libraries,
is a collection of documents and studies in American history. It reveals, together with mixed strands, the Christian
faith and concern which gave moral structure to early
American history. Today, there is a need not merely for a
survival of that faith, but its clarification and development
in order both to overcome moral para1ysis and have a consistent Christian-theistic ground for action. Man cannot
repudiate evil if he lacks a faith which assures him of the
meaning and necessity of a just and righteous activ~y.
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by LEONARD GREENWAY

QUESTION:

I am having difficulty with my prayers. The whole matter of
asking God for things is becoming so empty and unreal to me. It
seems that door after door is closing upon me. Sometimes I catch
myself asking, Why pray anymore? Nothing comes of my prayers.
Will you help me with my problem? I am 17 years old.
ANSWER:

Acknowledged among many evangelical Chris'
ti 8ns as the leading Bible dictionary: Davis
Di<lionary of the Bible, by John D. Davi"
Fourth Revised Edi tion, $5.95.
Buy " copy today - for yourself, or 8S ·iI gift.
Bible study is more meaningful, with DlIIrit
Dictio nary of Ihe Bibl.1
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I wish you had told me more about yourself and about the kind
of things for which you have been asking in your prayers. However, let me give you the following, and if you need more help. you
are at liberty to write again.
Christ teaches us to ask in his name (cf. John 14: 13, 14 ). Now
the Name in Scripture is identified with the character and will of
the person named, so that to pray in the name of Christ means to
pray with Him in mind. It means to pray within the conditions of
his Kingdom, and these conditions include the fact that "the F ather
may be glorified in the Son" (John 14:13 ). "\,"e cannot appropriate
the p romises of Christ except on the conditions of Christ. The pri v~
ileges are the privileges of the Kingdom and they presuppose conformity to those conditions. No one can say that he has conformed
to those conditions unless he has committed himself to the priority
that underlies them all, namely, God first in all decisions, in all
requests, in a ll plans.
It comes down to this, that we cannot be trusted with any gift
from God until we love the Giver more than his gift. Perhaps your
prayers have become "unreal" because \,·hen you pray you are not
asking first for God b ut fo r something less than Cod. Wasn't that
the tragic mistake of the Prodigal Son? He was more interested in
the gifts of the father than in the father himself. He said in effect.
'1 don't want you; I want something apart from you."
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Helpful Progress
•
In the Infallibility Debate
by MARTEN H. WQUDSTRA

-' SSUES" IN THE CHURCH

T IS NOT EASY to say which matters on a synodical
agenda are more and which are less important. For
example, a seemingly unimportant decision made in 1955
concerning a Nigerian Seminary lurned out to be the be';inning of a major dispute which has not been fully cesohcd until this p resent moment. 111erc arc, in our
estimation, no really unimportant matters in the work of
the church. The things which make the ecclesiastical headlines are often the outcome of a very slow and imperceptible process. It is just because this process is so slow and
imperceptible that the socalled issues become issues at
aU. They would not be issues if the church had guarded
at the proper time ovec the purity of its teaching. the regularity of its church poUty, the respect for properly con·
m tuted authority, and a host of other basic elements which
make the church truly church.
In view of the above we would do well not to divert
our attention from these basic matters to the more spectac·
ular "issues" any longer than is strictly necessary. These
issues, we repeat, are but the outcome of a long process.
It is the process, more than the solution of the issue, which
should have the church's major interest and prayerful at·
tention. Issues selVe a useful purpose in the church by
helping to point out that these processes exist and that they
require close supelVision. They also selVe the purpose of
calling a sudden halt to a certain p rocess and b y demand·
ing of the church that she take stock of her resources.

I

TH E INFALLIBILITY ISSUE  ITS RECENT ASPECT

Olle of the "issues" before the Synod of 1961 was that
concerning the infallibility of Holy Scripture. In order to
describe the p rocess wh ich led to this issue onc would
}g,'e to write a history of the Christian Reformed Chw'ch
eO\'ering at least the second fifty years of her existence.
TO ~CH
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This, of course, is not feasible. There is also a more recent
history to this issue which we shall not repeat at this
point, assuming that it is still relatively fresh in the mind of
our readers. We are therefore going to state in a few
b rief words what the Synod of 1961 did with th ~ issue of
infallibility, not forgetting anything of what was observed
above,

THE "PERIPHERY" QUESTION

As is well known, an extensive study report covering
some 75 pages in the printed agenda was submitted to
Synod on the questions of inspiration a nd infallibility. The
matter of infallibili ty had become of denominationwide interest through the publication of an article in a student
magazine at Calvin Theological Seminary and through
subsequent developments. The specific occasion which
brought it to the Synod of 1959 were the charges brought
by Dr, M. ] . Wyngaarden against statements made by Dr.
l H. Kromminga i.n a document which sought to remove
misunderstandings that had a risen in connection with the
student article.
The Synod of 1959 already adjudicated this matter to
quite some extent. But it withheld judgment on one im·
portant point. This point concerned Dr, Krommi.nga's use
of the word "periphery" in the sentence: "Cranting that the
Holy Spirit infallibly conveyed what He intended to teach,
how shall we interpret Scriptural items which are on the
periphery of that teaching? H ow sha ll we answer the ob·
jections which othcrs  unbelievers, critics, or what have
you  raise concerning the infallibility of such items?"
Since the word "periphery" here occurred in the broader
context of a student article, in which it was contended that
the believer may grant to the unbeliever that there arc
certain kinds of "mistakes" in the Bible, Dr. Wyngaarden
raised the objection that this use of the word periphery
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Dr. Kromminga. already in 1959. indicated that he did
00:: use the worn periphery in the sense of "this or that
wore in Scripture. but rather "some aspect" of the can·
ten! of the words which is not gennane to the Spirit's
prupose. Synod, moreo\'er, made it abundantly clear that
l! diG not \\ish to speak of an area in Scripture in which it
is a.llo\\"3ble to posit the possibility of actual historical in:iIC'CUlacies, And Dr. Kromminga also affirmed that he bece\-ed that Scripture in its whole extent and in all its parts
and in all its \\'ords is the infallible and inerrant Wonl of
God.
Scripu~

,\:\"D THROl'GH the parneuLtr context \\'ithin which the
words of Scripture occur. Hence, \\·hen the Spirit's purpose
is exhausted the aspects of the contents of the words also
are exhausted. Anyone who wishes to speak about further
aspccts after this has been done, CEASES TO SPEAK

ABOUT THE BIBLE WORDS IN THEIR CONTEXT
AND HENCE CEASES TO SPEAK ABOUT THE BIBLE.
The study committee could also have pointed out that
since Dr. Kromminga had affirmed that thc Scripture in its
whole extent and in all its parts and in all its words is the
infallible and inerrant Word of God there simply could not
he any "aspect" to a word in the Bible, when viewed in its
proper context, which did n ot share in infallibility and
inerrancy. For what else is an aspect of a word than, in
a certain sense, a "part" of a word , an "extension" of that
word, into one "direction" or another.

THE REPORT OF TH E STUDY COMMITTEE
ON THE PERIPH ERY QU ESTIO N

In spite of all these significa nt admissions the Synod
decided to withhold judgment on the periphery (aspect)
matter, It \\ished to find out whether at this point the view
of Dr, hlomminga was consistent with the creeds.
The study committee prepared a voluminous and lucid
report of admirable quality. T he Synod of 1961 decided
crt "commend this study committee report to the Church."
Synod fel t that this report would serve "to remove misunderstandings that have arisen" and that it would be "a
Er.:u:nework for further study of the nature of the relationship bet\yeen inspiration and infallibiUty." Synod also
declared that "both Scripture and the Creeds establish an
essential relationship between inspiration and infallibility,
in which the infallibility of Script ure is inferred from inspi.ration and insp iration secures the infallibility of all of
Scripture." In a note a number of quotations of the study
report were appended to this declaration. One of these
quotations reads: "Divine inspiration establishes Scripture
.lS an infallible rule and sufficient canon for all of Christian
faith and life and by securing it against falsification, error,
and deceit."
In the matter of Dr. Kromminga's view on a periphery
or: aspect), not germane to the Spirit's p urpose, the study
committee engaged in a somewhat superfluous defense of
the concept of perip hery as such. This concept had never
been challenged in the abstract. The committee did not
discuss the later explanation of this expression as given by
Dr. Kromminga in 1959, which was: "some aspect" of the
content of the words which is not germane to the Spirit's
purpose.
In my estimation the committee could have solved this
question by simply pointing out that words in a given con·
trxt only have so many "asp ccts" as the context waITants.
All other aspects which these words might have in otker
contexts, or Ollt of all context, they cease to have within the
p.trticular context in question, H ence it is q uite irrelevant
and out of place to speak of "aspects" of t he contents of
'tlOOcds which are not germane to the Spirit's purpose. The
Spirit's purpose is presumab ly fully set forth I N, WITH,

SYNOD'S ACTION

Not to make this article too long we now wish to set
forth b riefly what Synod did with tltis matter. It declared
"tha t Dr. M. Wyngaarden's charge ('that President Kromminga makes an unwarranted distinction between titis socalled perip hery and that which does not belong to this
periphery' and that this view is inconsonant with tbe
creeds) is unsubstantiated." The grounds which Synod
gave for this decision were fi rst of all that "Dr, Kromminga
has removed an ambiguity in the presentation of his view
by stating that h is use of the word 'periphery' was in no
way intended as a limitation of the extent or the degree of
the infallibility of Scripture."
This important admission now spelled out in immediate
conjunction with the question of the periphery should leave
no doubt as to Dr. Kromminga's intentions. These intentions, by the way, were never officially or publicly questioned. Ambiguities are of two kinds, one subjective, t he
other objecti\·e. The ambiguity of the tenn "periphery"
("aspect" ) as used in the original context, was always felt
to be one of an objective sort.

THE MERIT OF THE STUDY COMMITTEE'S REPORT

Be this as it may, we b elieve that it can indeed be
argued that Dr. hlomminga's admission, especially when
seen in the light of the second ground attached to Synod's
be deemed to be sufficient for the withdrawdecision, ma~'
i.ng of Dr. \\"yngaarden's charge. It should be noted that
the original charge was made in a context in which it was.
contended that the believer may grant to the unbeliever
and to the "critic" that there are certain kinds of mistakes
in the Bible and that these "mistakes" do not shake my
fai th one bit. '\'ithin that context the charge was justified.
In the meantimc the whole context of the charge has:
changcd . A fine study report has been rendered. In t hat
study report the term "error" as applicable to Scripture is.
rejected, There is a wholesome stress on the inerrancy of
TORCH a nd TRUMPET, J uly.August, 1961l

_-\11 these things were in no way new. E\-ery Refonned
theologian, who is aware of \,-hat has been \\Titten by such
men like Ba\inck and Kuyper, kno,,-s that their inspiration
concept of some fifty years ago closely resembles that of
the study report. But apparently this truth was in danger
of being forgotten in the Christian Reformed Church.
Hence the very diverse reactions to the student article.
Those who had assimilated the wholesome emphasis of
Bavrnck's treatment and who were using it in their teaching
saw in the student article nothing new. They only saw in
it a dangerous and erroneous solution to a problem which
had been fa ced long ago and in a Scriptural way. Others
reacted to the student article from what possibly came
close to a fundamentalist view of Scripture. Still other reactions could be noted.
Through the Study Report in the Christian Reformed
Church we have, in one stroke, been brought up to date.
But there is much more to be done. The Report does not
materially advance beyond what has long been held in
Reformed theology on this score. It does not come to grips
with the problems which the Reformed exegete meets as
he reads the current jownals of theol06'Y in the light of
his Reformed commitment. But that, indeed, would be an
impossible task for an ecclesiastical committee. The back

;:- ~
or theo~const:mtly changes_ ::\ew formulations
and solutions of old problems are constantly proposed and
must be tested . However, the Study Report did spell out
some basic principles of Reformed interpretation. As far
as it went it was essentially sound and Scriptural. The
President of the Seminary declared that he could find himself in one of the formulations of the Report when it says
regarding the "periphery," that ... "there is in the Scripture incidental and circumstantial data which has no independent revelational significance, but is dependent for
its revclational significance upon the relationship it sustains
to the central intent and purpose of a given passage. When
viewed in this light, the term periphery must be judged not
inconsonant with creedal teachings on infallibility." Dr.
Kromminga assured the committee of Synod that the above
statement reflected his own view. This assurance was
made a part of the second ground.
Hence the word "periphery" has now been placed within a much more wholesome context than that in which it
originally occurred. Within this new context furth er helpful conversation on the academic level should prove possible without the cloud of suspicion which inevitably covered the dispute previous to the Synod of 1961. When
judged in this light the decision of the Synod of 1961 could
prove to be a significant step in the direction of a solution
of some of the problems raised above.

THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF

REFORMED FELLOWSHIP INC.
will be held, the Lord willing, on
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, BEGINNING AT 10 A. M.

in the
GRANDVILLE AVENUE CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH
GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN

(For details see our September issue)
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THE READER WRITES:
DR. HERMAN H. GRAY CHALLENGES

1 bc?e that ~TI(
~
ynu:r naders "ill S)mpat.1retically
consider in your prayers and gifts the physical and spiritual
outreach of the Christian medical work in ::\igeria, including the construction of a new hospital at Choko.
>' Iost sincerely,
H erman H. Gray, M.D.
Medical Superintendent, Mkar Christian Hospital

Dear Reo.', Kuiper:

.\

Y I WRITE to you in regard to some statements of
Rev. Peter D e Jong in the Nov, 196(} TORCH AND
TRl,;;' {PET regarding expenditure of money for foreign mission work (see p. I6)? I shall not discuss mission principles
";th Rev. De Jong. However, he is not a practicing physician nor has he practiced medicine in the tropics, much less
in ;.; igeria. So I do not think that he can prescribe what is
good for Christian medical work in Nigeria. I appreciate
his problem . He objects to the use of $200,000 for the construction of a new Christian Hospital (at Choko, to replace
the old Mkar H ospital ). The Hospital does not have much
to do with the question of indigenous principles of missions. Such a sum is indeed beyond the means of the
Christians here. They ARE paying their pastors' and
e\'angelists' salaries now. quite in keeping with these principles.

M

.L

First, let me say that the Nigerians and we mission
doctors and nurses deeply appreciate what the Christians
of the U.S.A. aDd Canada have done in making possible the
building of Takum Christian Hospital. The $150,000 spent
there is a grand gift and has made possible a real demonstration of the love of Christ and h is people for men's
bodies and souls.
Yet we also nced a good hospital in this area (MkarCboko )to replace the one in which we arc now working.
Can you imagine a hospital with a scanty water supply, no
sanitary facilities, old buildings needing constant and costly
repairs and extensive alterations to. comply with the minimum government requirements, which will be enforced for
the first time in 1964? Also, the terrain is unsuitable for
streamlining the strung-out buildings on the old site. Besides all this. we have a nurses' and midwifery school and cannot teach p rOper patient care in tllese surroundings.
Really, must we mission doctors and nurses always "m'l.kedo" with the worst while you Christian brothers and sisters
in the U.S .A. and Canada have every conven ience and most
lu.xuries? And must the Nigerian sick folk who comc to
our hospital at Mkar suffer extra or die from Jack of care
because we do not have the proper facilities to care for
them? We're not asking for anytlling luxurious - only what
is absolutely needed to do decent work. This letter would
become far too long if I should explain in detail all the
reasons for a new hospital. But no one in the U.S.A. can
judge this issue without being well acquainted with the
local situation. I feci that this is a question in which the
church must get its guidance from doctors who are here on
the mission field in Nigeria and have some experience in
hospital planning in the tropics. And we have such men
here, of whom Dr. John Vroon has the greatest experience.
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REV, PETER DE JONG REPLIES

No one will dispute Dr. Gray's superior knowledge of the
practice of medicine or of Nigeria. The reader may recall
that my article. to which he objects, was concerned not
with whether or not we build another hospital in Nigeria,
but with the biblical principles that should guide our
churches' missionary program. It seems that, in the growing complexity of our missionary eHorts, those principles
are often being overlooked. The result can be both expensive and destructive to rea l missionary witness. Our
foreign mission board is constantly being confronted by the
ever-incrcasing "needs" of each mission field and arguments why each of these should be paid for out of the inexhaustible American pocket-book, but far too little thought
often seems to be given to what the long-term results will
be when we give in to most of these dem
and~.
It is not
only a few board members who fear this tendency. One of
OUf Nigeria missionaries in a recent report cautioned the
board, 'We must b e constantly vigilant in resisting the
inevitable trend, in every mission as well as our own, towards smotllering self-help in the young churches."
Since Dr. Cray focuses our attention on the proposed
$200,000 hospital project, let us observe that no one is saying
that we should condemn people in Nigeria to disease and
de..'l.th by heartlessly ignoring their physical need. Our COllcern is with how we can best help them. It seems obvious,
even at this d istance, that there is more than one way- of
trying to meet their need. For the suggestion that there
might be another, better way to meet the Nigeria health
need, that ought to be considered before we build a second
b ig new hospital there. I am indcbted to no one less than
Dr. Gray himsclf. In his report of last August he informed
us, "In May Prof. Dr. Zuidema was here for a week. He
stayed in our house and came to the hospital each day. His
advice on many things - clinical cases, mission medical
work in its broad aspects - was stimulating. He made the
point that it is better to IJa oe several small institutions
which the local Christians can take over than to have a
tana), mammoth one that will be beyond them financiaUy
arid administratively." (Italics are minc.) TItis policy, recommended by Dr. Zuidema, is the one preferred by a number
of other mission organizations and is the one promoted b y
Medco, the program made famous by the late Dr. 1110mas
Dooley. H as this possible alternative been explored by our
miSSionaries? If it has, we in the board and in the church
have not heard about it.
Sincerely,
Peter De Jong
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TAKE NOTE!

nThe Signs of the Times"
IS THE SUBJECT OF OUR
1961-62 BIBLE LESSONS
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THE WRITER WILL BE REV. HENRY VANDER KAM
Former Bible Lessons by this writer were called "topnotch"

by one of our young California ministers.

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO TORCH AND TRUMPET

$3.00, one yeor; $5.00, two yeors

REFORMED FELLOWSIflP. INC.

63 Jefferson Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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The Comprehensive Bible

JUST PUBLISHED!

NEW!

Concordance
ED. A. CI..AR.KE
Kregel Publicalionl, Grend l!apids 6, Mkhigan,

284 paget., $3.50

This concordanee first appeared over a
hundred years ago. It is a handy tool,
compact enough to be slipped into a brief
c.ue, hence very usable for Bible students
and teachers. All keu wordt of Scripture arc
listed from Aaron to Zuzim. No family
should be without such an a id to Bible
study.

Baker's
BIBLE ATLAS
BY CHARLES F. PFEIFFER
Consulting Editors; E. LESLIE CARLSON.
Old Testament
}'IARTlN H. SCHARLEMANN,

New l'estament

The Speaker's Sourcebook of 4,000
Illustrations. Quotations, etc.
by EtEANOR DOAN
Zond ...rvan Publishing
MichiSlen, 1960, 304 p~ges,

House, Grand
$3.95

Rapids,

This book of illustrations, sayings, quotations, anecdotes, poems, attentiongetters
and sentencesermons, purports to be the
collection of n private individual with the
intention of being helpful rather than
scholarly. The appeal is to the heart as
well as the mind. The idea is that an ounce
of iIIustratioll is worth a ton of talk. This
is a good book for the church library so
that tile members of the church who feel
the need of jarring tllcir imagination to
work on a speech or article may have access
to something which is not ordinarily found
in the home.

The EmphilSized Bible
by JOSEPH BRYANT ROTHERHAM
Kregel Publicalions, Grand Rapid. 6, Michg
1959, ca. 1200 IMges, $12.95

~ n,

This tnmslation is Ndesigned to set forth
thE; exact meaning, the proper tcnnino!ogy,

and the graphic style of thc sacred original."
As such it claims to be unique, "giving tho
English reader the same advantage as the
student of Hebrew or Creck ... The striking arrangement of the page~
reveals at Q.
glance the stmcture of the sentences and
the scope of the paragraphs, with narrative,
biblical speech, parallelism, and a logical
analysis all available OIl the same page
u-'ith the text ...
This Bible will not serve well for public
reading since the translation Js actually
literal, though this is of great advantage to
the careful student who is seeking for cx·
actness of meaning. I recommend it to Bible
students, to teachers and laymen WllO are
seeking greater t1sight illto the things of
H

Cod.
HENRY
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new atlas has features which will be appreciated by
aU students of Scripture.
This volume is an atlas in the true sense of the word. Its
emphasis is on geography. In addition to the colored maps
U1ere are numerous black and white outline maps showing
clearly the geographic feahlrcs emphasized in that text.
Photographs have been carefully chosen for the purpose of
clarifying the text.
111C atlas is organized to follow the Scriptural narrative.
TIlis makes the atlas readily usable as a Bible study aid.
The concluding chapter gives an enlightening resume of
the Bible Lands Today, inc1uding a brief review of archaeological research to the present day.
An outstanding fcature of this atlas is its Geographic
Gazetteer. This gazetteer gives in concise form the location
and other perti nent data on geographic names of significance in Scripture.
The authorship of this atlas assures its scholarliness and
evangelical spirit.
Charles F . PfeiHer is Professor of Old Testament at
Gordon Divinity School. H e is a graduate of Moody
Bible Institute, Temple University (B.A.), Reformed Episcopal Seminary (B.D.), Dropsie College for Hebrew and
Cognate Learning (l)h.D. ), Chicago Lutheran Seminary
(S.T.M.), and has done postgraduate work at New York
University and the University of Chicago.
E. Leslie Carlson is Professor of Old TCIltament Introduc·
tion and Interpretation at Southwestern Baptist 'I11eological
Seminary at Fort Worth. Texas.
Martin H. Scharlemann is Professor of New Testament
Exegesis and Isagogics at Concordia Theological Seminary,
St. Louis. Missouri.
The authors of this Bible Atla.s arc eminently qualified for
their project through their background of studies, teaching,
and visits to the Holy Land and other lands significant in
Bible history. Their expert work is evident throughout.
Evangelical scholarship may well be proud of this atlas.
$6.95 during 1961  After 1961, $7.95.

SAVE $1.00!

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
A BAKER BOOK HOUSE PUBLICATION

VAN TIL
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